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Abstract
This thesis investigates the human motion patterns of grasping and approaching,
as well as applies the functional features to a robotic grasp aﬀordances controller.
Human grasping has always been seen as a target milestone in robotics; however,
it is still diﬃcult for robots to perform advanced grasping tasks, such as required
in an assembly line. For robots to operate in an unstructured environment, it is
necessary to focus the attention on performing a speciﬁc action with any available
object by grasping it in the most proﬁcient way. The neuroscientiﬁc application
of the theory of aﬀordances explains how this process happens for humans.
This thesis analyses human behaviours of grasping and approaching to grasp
when performing an action. This study is needed to understand the common
behavioural and morphological factors that inﬂuence the motion planning and
selection of grasp postures and grasp aﬀordances. The main features of motion
are statistically analysed and adapted to robotic application. A human inspired
approaching and grasping controller is proposed, and the limitations and beneﬁts
of state of the art robotic hands are derived based on human data.
VThe approach of this thesis diﬀers from the traditional method of studying grasp
aﬀordances. Diﬀerent elements of the problem, such as perception, learning, mo-
tor control and intention, are modularly separated in components rather than
monolithically aggregated in a single entity. A biologically motivated modular
grasp aﬀordance system can adapt only selected features of human grasping to
robotics, leaving out biological elements not needed in robotic applications. The
modularity of the system separates cognitive motor decisions from the robot's
own embodiment and the geometric properties of the objects, granting more in-
dependence from the speciﬁc domain of application.
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The original question, "Can machines think?" I believe to be too meaningless to
deserve discussion.
Nevertheless I believe that at the end of the century the use of words and gen-
eral educated opinion will have altered so much that one will be able to speak of
machines thinking without expecting to be contradicted.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation of the Thesis
The ability of humans to manipulate objects and craft tools gives us the possibility to
shape and signiﬁcantly alter the environment. Those skills were developed during the
course of human evolution, and reached its apogee with the crafting of the Oldowan
stone tools by the Homo Habilis [1]. As primitive humans improved their abilities in
crafting tools and altering the environment, their cognitive skills were improving [2] and
more advanced tools and objects were created to help performing daily tasks and duties.
As a result, during the course of history, all the man-made objects were produced taking
into account the morphology of human hands.
Recent advancements in robotics research have made realistic the possibility of employ-
ing robotic assistants in household and industrial environments. Commercial applica-
tions of robots performing household duties, such as lawn mowing1 or vacuum cleaning2




ﬂexible industrial tasks are increasingly being deployed3. As robotics applications are
gaining momentum, it is fundamental for a robotic system to be able to interact with
man-made objects and tools. However, such ability to interact with and to manipulate
the environment is still far from being achieved.
Although the problem of object manipulation was formulated for the ﬁrst time in the
1980s [3], it is still considered a research problem to achieve a level of dexterity that
is suitable to employ robots in unstructured environments4 or when a fast response to
unexpected events in industrial set-ups5 is required. Moreover, some tasks are diﬃcult
to automate due to the high variability of the features of the objects involved. Current
grasping solutions allow the use of a limited number of objects and, as a result, the
existing manipulation controllers tend to be tailored to the speciﬁc problem [4]. For this
reason, a more comprehensive approach to manipulation, based on object aﬀordances is
becoming increasingly popular. The concept, ﬁrst formulated in psychology by Gibson
in 1977 [5], states that an object aﬀords diﬀerent uses for itself based on its geometrical
features. For instance, a spoon aﬀords to be used to collect food, to mix a liquid or
to hammer on a point. This idea was developed further in neuroscience by introducing
the concept of grasp aﬀordances. They describe the diﬀerent strategies to grasp the
same object and play a role in neural control of volitional motion [6], as well as the
selection of appropriate grasping strategies [7]. Object and grasp aﬀordances have the
potential to improve the manipulation skills of robots. Grasp aﬀordances could exploit
the functionalities of existing hardware for approaching and grasping an object, leaving
tailored solutions as an optional choice. Additionally, object aﬀordances can be used to
derive the best manipulation plan that executes an elaborated task, such as an assembly,
even if tools are missing or locations of objects are not speciﬁed.
3Loop Technology LTD, UK; Profactor GmbH, Austria
4European Community's Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2014-2018) project SQUIR-
REL (Grant No: FP7-610532)
5European Community's Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) project DARWIN
(Grant No: FP7-270138)
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The idea of a robot being able to cook or to assemble a furniture is very appealing, and
the available computational power allows implementing sophisticated hand and arm
planning algorithms. Despite this, the manipulation capabilities of the existing robotic
hardware are too limited to beneﬁt from the advanced cognitive capabilities of object
aﬀordances [8,9]. Indeed, an object or tool has to be grasped solidly and appropriately
before being correctly used and, until such skill has not been perfected, it is diﬃcult
to fully exploit the potentialities of object aﬀordances. Therefore, it is ﬁrst required
to improve the existing grasping and manipulation control using the possibilities of
available robotic hands and arms.
Traditionally, the diﬀerent deﬁnitions of grasp aﬀordances in robotics combine many
aspects of the problem - from perception to grasping. They are deﬁned in a single
inseparable formulation that does not scale well for diﬀerent objects or tasks [10]. The
study of a modular formulation of grasp aﬀordances in robotics, that separates each
part of the problem, such as perception from learning, and is inspired by human motor
control, is a required initial step towards robotic manipulation control. Such approach
is independent from the features of the objects used in a speciﬁc domain of application.
The study of human motor control is required to understand the principles that made
human manipulation so versatile. The exploration of those principles is not targeted at
the creation of a mere emulation of human manipulation capabilities. It is rather aimed
to deﬁne the main features of human manipulation in order to identify the principles
that should be used in robotics. Following this approach, the aim of this thesis is to
advance the state of the art of robotic manipulation by developing the concept of grasp
aﬀordances in robotics in a modular formulation that separates diﬀerent aspects of the
problem. Each component is derived from human studies and is implemented on a
robotic platform as a proof of concept.
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1.2 Aim and Objectives of the Thesis
The aim of this thesis is to characterise the grasping and approaching parts of human
grasp aﬀordances and to translate and adapt those principles to robotic manipulation.
The objectives of the thesis are:
1. To contribute to the deﬁnition of a modular design of a grasp aﬀordance controller,
where diﬀerent parts, such as perception, grasping and reaching, are separated in
diﬀerent components;
2. To characterise patterns and features of human grasping and approaching motions
that are independent from the manipulated object;
3. To translate and adapt the detected and existing biological principles of manip-
ulation to robotic grasp aﬀordance control, taking into account the diﬀerences
between human and robot manipulators in kinematics, dexterity and application;
4. To propose a formulation of the problem of grasp aﬀordances that depends on
the goal of the action undertaken, rather than the speciﬁc object properties.
1.3 Contributions
The contributions of the thesis can be summarised as follows:
1. Grasp aﬀordances can be decomposed in two parallel actions: reaching to the ob-
ject while shaping the grip (approaching) and adjusting the hand posture when
completing the grasp. This thesis characterises the approaching part of a grasp
aﬀordance by relating hand and object in a spherical coordinate system. The anal-
ysis of human studies showed that: 1) the control of the hand-to-object distance
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follows an object-independent pattern of deﬁned and is common across subjects,
2) the control of the hand-to-object orientation is a planned action, 3) the inde-
pendent control of the hand rotation follows a reactive motion. Models for each
examined quantity and phase of the motion are derived and validated (Chapter
3).
2. The high dexterity of the thumb is one of the factors that grants advanced ma-
nipulation capabilities to humans, however, its role in grasping is not quantiﬁed.
The characteristics of the displacement of the ﬁngers of the human hand are sta-
tistically evaluated in terms of variability of the motion. It is demonstrated that
the motion of the thumb leads the displacement of the other ﬁngers and deter-
mines the speciﬁc grasp posture being used. The kinematic mismatch between
robotic and human thumbs is quantiﬁed and the implications of such limitation
on grasp aﬀordances are discussed. Suggestions for an improved kinematic design
of robotic hands are also outlined (Chapter 4).
3. The proposed architecture of modular grasp aﬀordance control requires to be
validated as a proof of concept. The models of the approaching to grasp strate-
gies, outlined in this thesis, are implemented on a simulated robotic platform as
modular components and their performance and eﬀectiveness are evaluated. The
feasibility and grasping performance of the resulting system is assessed against
action-dependent set criteria on the example of a hammering action (Chapter 5).
4. A suitable grasping controller for multiﬁngered hands is required for a complete
grasp aﬀordance system in robotics. A software controller is proposed, which
takes advantage of the principles deﬁned by the role of the thumb in grasping.
The controller learns an initial grasp posture from kinaesthetic demonstrations
and is able to manipulate everyday objects of diﬀerent shapes and unrelated to
the original learned set (Chapter 6).
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1.4 Contributed Papers
The ﬁndings of this thesis were published in the following peer reviewed international
journal and conference papers:
Journal Papers
1. G. Cotugno, J. Konstantinova, K. Althoefer, T. Nanayakkara, "Modelling the
Structure of Object-Independent Human Aﬀordances of Approaching to Grasp
for Robotic Hands", PLOS One, under review
2. G. Cotugno, K. Althoefer, T. Nanayakkara, "The Role of the Thumb: Study
of Finger Motion in Grasping and Reachability Space in Human and Robotic
Hands", IEEE Transactions in Systems, Man and Cybernetics: Part A, Vol. 47,
Issue 7, pp 1061 - 1070, July 2017
Conference Papers
1. G. Cotugno, J. Konstantinova, A. Stilli, Y. Noh, K. Althoefer, "Object Classiﬁ-
cation Using Hybrid Fiber Optical Force/Proximity Sensor", in Proceedings on
IEEE Sensors 2017, 30 October - 1 November, 2017
2. G. Cotugno, V. Mohan, K. Althoefer, T. Nanayakkara, "Simplifying Grasping
Complexity through Generalization of Kinaesthetically Learned Synergies", in
IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation, pp. 5345 - 5351,
May 31 - June 7, 2014
3. G. Cotugno, J. Konstantinova, K. Althoefer, T. Nanayakkara, "On the dexterity
of robotic manipulation: are robotic hands ill designed?", in the 6th International
Conference on Cognitive Science, 23 - 27 June 2014
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4. G. Cotugno, A. Ibrahim, K. Althoefer, T. Nanayakkara, "Human aﬀordances of
stacking: Best placement or best outlook?", in the 6th International Conference
on Cognitive Science, 23 - 27 June 2014
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1.5 Thesis Structure
The contributions of this work are divided in the following chapters:
Chapter 2 provides context to this work explaining the methodology and the challenges
addressed in robotics and how this work advances the state of the art of grasp aﬀor-
dances in robotics. For this purpose, an introduction to the neural control mechanism
of voluntary movements, such as grasping, and to the anatomical and morphological
features of the human hand is given.
Chapter 3 introduces object independent models of grasp aﬀordances of hammering
derived from human demonstrations. The approaching motion is characterised in terms
of distance and orientation displacements between the object and the hand.
Chapter 4 characterise the fundamental role of the thumb when robustly gripping
diﬀerent everyday objects. It also quantiﬁes the kinematic mismatch between robotic
and human thumb reachability spaces.
Chapter 5 presents a modular architecture of a grasp aﬀordance system, and formulates
the grasp aﬀordance problem in terms of relationships between the robot and parts of
the object. The algorithm approaching trajectory generator, able to employ diﬀerent
human models of approaching, is described. The feasibility of the system is validated
and compared with a state of the art planner in a simulation study of a humanoid robot
replicating an hammering approaching to grasp motion.
In Chapter 6 the principal role of the thumb in grasping is applied to a state-of-the-
art robotic multiﬁngered hand to grasp diﬀerent objects from a kinaesthetically learned
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initial posture. The biological principles described in the previous chapters are applied
to the control of real robots for manipulation of diﬀerent objects.
Chapter 7 summarises this work and concludes it by describing future directions, lim-
itations and possibilities for improvement.
1.6 Thesis Map
The structure of the thesis is schematically shown on Fig. 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Schematic structure of the thesis
10
Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
2.1 Introduction
Most of daily household or industrial tasks require some level of interaction with the
environment. Excluding some operations such as the delivery of parcels or surveillance,
for most of the tasks an operator manipulates the environment directly, such as when
harvesting crops, using tools in an assembly line, or while cleaning a house. Since
the introduction of the steam engine in the late XVIII century, automation had an
increasing role in the execution of formerly manual tasks, increasing the throughputs and
reducing the eﬀort and time devoted by a human operator as technology improved [11].
Nowadays many industries, such as agriculture or car manufacturing, heavily rely on
machines and automation. However the limited ﬂexibility and adaptation of the present
mass production processes, generates costly ineﬃciencies. Unsold items are wasted or
disposed, creating a loss for the manufacturer and, potentially, for the environment
since most of items cannot be produced on demand. One of the reasons for the lack
of production ﬂexibility is that many tasks are still performed mostly by humans using
specialised tools, such as in landmine removals [12] or in assemblies of customer-tailored
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products (just-in-time assemblies [13]). Performing tasks mostly manually has many
disadvantages, such as low production yields, the risk of injury or death, and the poor
job quality which alienates and demotivates the workers in the long run [14]. The
lack of ﬂexibility of modern industrial set-ups requires an increased dependence on
inexpensive manual labour to reduce the production costs and adapt the product to the
customer's needs. It is, therefore, highly desirable to decrease the use of manual work
by introducing robots able to collaborate with human labour. This can be a mean to
produce customised, on demand items at a low cost reducing the environmental waste
created when disposing unsold objects. The use of robotic assistants can improve the
job quality and safety of the work environment, as humans do not require performing
repetitive, heavy or dangerous tasks. For this to be possible, it is required to reproduce
the advanced manipulation capabilities of humans for robotic manipulation.
Humans gained their advanced manipulation capabilities during the course of evolution,
as they were able to develop and control the opposable thumb among the other ﬁngers,
between 2.4 and 1.4 million years ago [15]. The thumb gives a great contribution to
manipulation, and its loss can severely impair the dexterity of the hand [16]. Indeed, the
only animals that exhibit manipulation skills are human and non-human primates [17],
which all have a hand with an opposable thumb. Diﬀerent morphologies of humanoid
hands still can grant some level of dexterity, as it is the case of non-human primates
such as capuchins [18] and chimpanzees [19]. Although those primates can manipulate
the environment, humans still show a ﬁner control of the ﬁngers, as the set of postures
that they are able to adopt is more advanced [18] when compared with primates [20]. It
can be, therefore, concluded that the manipulation skills of humans shall be taken as a
reference, and their salient features shall be better understood to guide future research.
Initial research on robotic object manipulation was performed for the ﬁrst time in the
early 1960s in the ﬁeld of prostethics [21]. The 1980s seen the ﬁrst fundamental theoret-
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ical works [22], deﬁnitions [23], and robotic prototypes were built [3]. The importance
of the problem was increasing, as it is highly desirable for a robot to interact with
human-made household or industrial objects without the need of additional customi-
sations. A robot is the result of an engineered design, not bound by constraints of
biological evolution, and it should be altered to better ﬁt the target application. As a
result, a wide range of end eﬀectors [24] was developed to address a speciﬁc manipu-
lation problem, such as screwing, soldering or picking and placing. The use of ad-hoc
end eﬀectors improved the mass production process, but does not solve the challenge
of ﬂexible small-scale assemblies, where a large number of objects and tools should be
exchanged and used. This is largely an unsolved problem, as it is demonstrated by the
numerous research and academic competitions on the subject, as well as the lack of
commercial general-purpose robotic manipulation systems.
To overcome those limitations, there is a recent growing interest in studying human
aﬀordances of objects for manipulation [25]. The term aﬀordance has two diﬀerent
interpretations, one psychological and the other neuroscientiﬁc, which have been already
introduced in Chapter 1 as object and grasp aﬀordance respectively. In this dissertation,
the deﬁnition of aﬀordance is inspired by the neuroscientiﬁc interpretation. In this work,
an aﬀordance is deﬁned as a possible way to approach and to grasp an object in order to
perform a predeﬁned action. Understanding and adapting grasp aﬀordances for robotics
allows using existing hardware for generic domains, where multiple objects can be used
to perform the same action. For example, this is the case when a furniture is assembled
using diﬀerent makes of the same tool. In this way, it can be possible to focus the
attention on the actual plan of actions required to fulﬁl a goal, rather than on speciﬁc
properties of the object being handled.
As humans have the most advanced manipulation skills available in nature, this chapter
describes the morphology of human end eﬀectors - the hands - and the known mech-
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anisms of voluntary motor control. Voluntary, or volitional, motions are those motor
actions which are intentionally performed, such as grasping or walking. By relating
this to the current state of the art in robotics research, it is possible to understand
which features are not well represented in robotics, and which ones are adequate or
better than the human counterpart. From this discussion, a list of desirable require-
ments for robotic manipulation is outlined at the end of this chapter and addressed
further in the technical chapters of this thesis. For this purpose, next sections describe
both the biological and artiﬁcial systems in terms of a plant, as the musculoskeletal or
electro-mechanic features of the hand, and the controller, as the neural or algorithmic
mechanism actuating the plant.
In robotics scientiﬁc literature, it is rarely provided an overview of the mechanism of
volitional motor control in humans, despite its relevance for grasping. Hence, the main
contributions of the chapter is to provide such overview, aimed at a robotics audience,
and to relate critically the mechanism of human motor control to robotics research.
2.2 Biological Background of Grasping
2.2.1 The Plant: The Human Hand
The human hand is a complex structure whose dexterity is unique in nature. Although
its main well-known musculoskeletal features are invariable, there are still a lot of diﬀer-
ences across subjects [27]. For instance, some sources of variability are associated with
the size and length of the bones, others are related to the reachability space of each
joint. An overview of the hand skeleton is shown in Figure 2.1. Speciﬁcally, some indi-
viduals are able to bend the distal intraphalangeal (DIP) joint of the thumb backwards
(hitch-hiker's thumb) while others are not able to produce such motion. The skeleton
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Figure 2.1: Description of the main bones of the human hand. Adapted from [26].
of the hand has 27 bones, which are divided in carpus, metacarpi and phalanxes [28].
The carpus is made of several small bones and is the lower base of the palm. It is
connected and articulated with the radius, the forearm. The metacarpi link the carpus
to the ﬁngers and are part of the higher section of the palm up to the knuckles. The
phalanxes are the bones of the ﬁve ﬁngers of the hand, and can be grouped into proxi-
mal (close to the metacarpi), distal (at the tip of the ﬁngers) and intra (between distal
and proximal). The phalanxes of the thumb are only two: distal and proximal. The
lightweight bone tissue grants elasticity and resistance to compression [29]. The skeleton
is surrounded by fat, muscles and skin to provide enable friction, tactile, temperature
and pain sensing capabilities. The muscles transduce electrical stimuli into a motion of
the bone by pulling tendons. The muscles of the hand, and of the body, work in pair:
as one contracts to initiate the motion, the other extends to relax. As such, muscles
are grouped in agonist and antagonist couples, and most of the muscles of the ﬁngers
are concentrated on the forearm [28]. The thumb's muscles, instead, are positioned on
the carpometacarpal complex of the hand itself. Across the muscles of the hand, the
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muscles of the thumb are the strongest [30].
Figure 2.2: Description of the joint types found in the human skeleton. Hinge,
ellipsoidal and saddle joints are found also in the hand skeleton. From
[31].
When pulled by the muscles, the tendons position the bones and store motion energy,
like a spring. Their elastic structure allows to store energy, like a spring, and resist
stretches [32]. The muscle and tendon lengths balance each other, as longer muscles
transduce larger forces while longer tendons promote more elastic motions, such as
jumping or tapping [33]. Such diﬀerences also have a genetic explanation [34] and are
a source of variability across subjects. The bones of the articulations are aligned by
ligaments. Ligaments enable hand articulation and prevent the tendons to misplace a
link incorrectly when translating the motion of the muscles [28]. The joints of the human
skeleton can be divided into six categories based on the type of rotation they generate:
gliding, ball and socket, hinge, pivot, ellipsoidal (or condyloid) and saddle. Figure 2.2
shows the possible rotations and some skeletal examples for each category. The pivot and
the ball and socket joints are not found in the hand, while the ellipsoidal, the hinge and
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the saddle joints articulate the metacarpals, the phalanxes and the thumb opposition
respectively [28,35]. The opposition motion of the thumb is the most interesting, as it is
not to rotating on a single axis. Indeed, this motion involves also the carpal bones, such
as the trapezium, other than metacarpal and phalangeal bones, as the other ﬁngers [36].
The precise mechanism of the thumb opposition is still matter of debate [37].
Figure 2.3: Grasping postures adopted by humans and primates: A) Power Grasp,
B) Precision Grasp, C) Key Grasp, D) Grasping without using the
thumb.
The oppositions of the thumb and little ﬁnger grant the ability to fold the palm and to
further envelop an object, realising a category of grasp postures called power grasps [38],
which is very popular among other primates too [18]. Alternatively, stable grasps can
be obtained using the ﬁngertips (precision grasp postures) [38] or using the thumb and
the index as main supports (key grasp postures). The former posture category is more
frequently seen in humans [18]. Finally, an object can be restrained using the sides
or the bodies of the other ﬁngers but the thumb, which is a strategy more used by
other primates, such as the bonobo, the capuchin and new and old world monkeys in
general [39]. The diﬀerent grasp postures are pictured in Figure 2.3.
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2.2.2 The Controller: Neuroscience of Volitional Motion
As mentioned, the musculoskeletal structure of the hand (the plant) is a complex system
with great variabilities across subjects [27]. Nevertheless, humans are able to grasp and
use everyday objects regardless of all the variabilities in the hand morphology. In order
to control the hand and to make sure that objects are correctly grasped to perform the
intended use, a distributed control system is employed as the controller by the human
organism: the central nervous system (CNS) - the spinal cord and the brain - and its
extensions.
The control system is distributed as its autonomy and intelligence is not retained only
in the cerebral cortex, but it is scattered in diﬀerent parts of the system. The cortex
retains the responsibility of taking high-level decisions such as initiating a motion and
prioritising a plan of actions. The neuroscience of motion is a very vast topic, which
describes how reﬂexes, volitional motion and non-volitional motion (such as the heart-
beat) of organs and muscles are controlled by the CNS. The CNS itself it is not the
result of an engineered design, but it is a biological system that slowly evolved over
the millennia. As such, its functionalities are not rigidly separated through well-deﬁned
interfaces, but they are overlapping and interleaved across the diﬀerent parts of the
CNS. For this reason, in this thesis, the description of the neural elements involved in
motion control is greatly simpliﬁed and only the components pertaining to volitional
motion of grasping and aﬀordances are described using a bottom-up approach. Figure
2.4 is created to summarise the interactions between the components described in this
section.
The most peripheral parts of the controller, which initiates intentional motor actions,
are the alpha and gamma motor neurons. Such neurons are used to control every muscle
of the body and they are used in similar ways across the organism [40]. The neurons
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Figure 2.4: Summary of the elements involved in the human action loop. Purple
arrows represent motor commands, blue arrows represent sensory in-
formation and green arrows represent neural processing internal to the
cortex. A major perturbation is an unexpected event that requires a
large motor correction such as avoiding falling.
work in pair by acting electrically through a train of impulses of variable frequency on
diﬀerent parts of the muscle [41]. For example, the higher the frequency of alpha motor
neuron impulses the more the muscle will contract [42]. The motor neurons extend
from the motor cortex directly to the controlled muscle via the spinal cord. The spinal
cord micromanages a complex motion and locally corrects for unexpected situations by
triggering reﬂexes on the motor neurons [43]. It is believed [44] that the motor neurons
acting on the muscles of the hand do not work independently from each other, but
rather in a synergistic way. In other words, the CNS controls groups of muscles that
operate on diﬀerent joints at the same time rather than independently.
At all times, the CNS is aware of the displacement and tension of each muscle, as
numerous proprioceptive sensors are distributed in the body. The sensors used to detect
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the stretch of the muscles are located in the muscle spindles. The spindles are fusiform
sensory receptors located in the thick part of the muscle. Neurons aﬀerent to the brain
are connected to the spindles and are activated during or after stretching a muscle. The
aﬀerents ﬁre a train of impulses of higher frequency while the muscle is actively changing
length, or after the muscle is stretched to its new length [45]. A typical use of the spindle
is to detect whether a movement failed or to trigger reﬂex motions. The muscle tension
is measured via the Golgi organ [46]. This structure is located between the end of
the muscle and the beginning of the tendon and it is sensitive to muscle tension. The
neuron aﬀerents of the Golgi organ are very sensitive. They activate when the organ is
stretched as the muscle contracts, and have a rate of ﬁring proportional to the applied
strength. A coordinated use of the Golgi organs and the spindles is required to detect
and deal with unexpected situations by triggering reﬂexes via the motor neurons [41].
For example, this happens when a lifted object is heavier than expected and a quick
motor correction signal is required. Such operations are performed locally in the spinal
cord.
Near the occipital area of the brain lies the cerebellum. One of its roles in motor control
of grasping is to perform motion planning and to coordinate spatially and temporally the
plant during motion execution [47]. For example, it is acknowledged that the cerebellum
supervises reaching execution and digits coordination when preshaping the hand. The
cerebellum is just 10% of the volume of the CNS, but it contains more than the half of
the total number of neurons [48]. The cerebellum is linked to the thalamus, which is
the centre of all the sensory input. Additionally, it is believed that error based learning
of motor actions and grasping skills is implemented in the cerebellum [48]. In this area,
sensory feedback from the thalamus is integrated with executive commands and, if an
error is detected, online motor corrections take place [49]. It is also believed that learned
actions are retained in the cerebellum and automatically recalled when needed once the
new action is well understood by the subject [50]. In general, learning and adaptation
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is a continuous process in the CNS [51], which initiates at birth and shapes the neural
structure of an healthy brain until the end of life [52].
Within the cerebral hemisphere (the brain), the motor cortex is responsible for the
initiation of voluntary movements, such as grasping a cup of coﬀee. The cortex does
not micromanage muscle motion; it rather encodes behaviours that can be initiated
voluntarily or as an emotional reaction [53]. As it is diﬃcult to precisely analyse cortical
circuits directly, there is not complete agreement on some mechanisms of the motor
cortex. The motor cortex can be divided in two areas: the primary motor cortex and
the premotor cortex. The role of the latter is currently under discussion, but it is
believed that it is related to initiating body or facial movements as a reaction to an
emotion, to control focus and to initiate movements and social communication as a
response to sensory stimuli [53]. In the primary motor cortex, the intention of initiating
and directing a voluntary action is elaborated [54], such as deciding to reach to grasp an
orange rather than an apple. This part of the cortex also deﬁnes the direction, amplitude
and force of behaviour [55]. As such, the primary cortex initiates the motor control loop,
which allows the body to implement a volitional action. Diﬀerent and contiguous areas
of the primary cortex are controlling diﬀerent parts of the body, and the ﬁner precision
a body part requires, the larger the area dedicated [56]. It was understood that the
control of ﬁngers and skilled manual behaviours occupy a signiﬁcant part of the cortex.
Once a volitional behaviour is decided in the primary motor cortex, Basal Ganglia are
activated prior initiating or stopping a motion. In the context of motor control, the Basal
Ganglia suppress motions that are not required to accomplish the requested behaviour,
such as hand tremors, and they have a role in initiating and terminating correctly a
motor sequence [57,58]. They also inﬂuence the mood and cognitive functions [48].
It is believed that object and grasp aﬀordances are elaborated in the cortex, although
its exact mechanism is still debated. To initiate the process of performing a voluntary
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aﬀorded action, the perception of a target object generates neural activity in diﬀerent
areas of the cortex, processing the past experience and other environmental constraints
[5961]. The result of this activity deﬁnes a suitable motor execution specifying the
grip type and the grasp phases, and the grasp aﬀordance [59]. Perception can recall
many diﬀerent grasp aﬀordances, since an object can be grasped in multiple ways. The
most suitable grasp aﬀordance is then selected through a competition [7, 60] biased by
the available higher cognitive information, such as rewards, short term memory and
planning.
2.3 Robotic Systems for Grasping and Reaching Objects
2.3.1 The Plant: Multifingered Robotic Hands
In this section, robotic hands are described in terms of mechanical, control and kine-
matics characteristics and compared to the equivalent characteristics of human hands.
Robotic multiﬁngered hands can be broadly divided in three categories: fully actuated,
under-actuated and actuated/under-actuated hybrids. Fully actuated hands were the
ﬁrst to be researched [3] for robotics manipulation, and have all the joints in their kine-
matics controlled independently. Hands with hybrid actuation superseded fully actu-
ated hands as only part of the hand kinematics was directly controllable while the other
joints, such as the distal and medial phalanx joints, were mechanically coupled [6265].
In under-actuated hands, a few variables, each representing a posture, are linearly com-
bined and operate on all the joints to emulate the synergistic grasping, such as the one
observed in humans [44]. First under-actuated, or synergistically actuated, hands were
introduced in the late 2000s [66]. The actuation constrains of the joints, derived from
processed human trials, are implemented in hardware. The actuation is posture speciﬁc
and cannot be modiﬁed after manufacturing. A comparison between fully actuated and
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under-actuated mechanisms is shown in Figure 2.5.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: Comparison between fully actuated (a) and under-actuated joints (b).
Fully actuated joints require the control of all the joint conﬁgurations
q and all the torques τ . Under-actuated joints require the control of
only the synergy conﬁgurations σ and the forces η as the motion is
propagated to the joints. f are the forces applied to the object and w
is the external wrench. Images adapted from [67]
.
Although under-actuated hands often have a humanoid kinematic model, robotic mul-
tiﬁngered hands do not have this requirement for grasping. The ﬁrst fully actuated
robotic hand prototypes had just three [23] or four ﬁngers [68]. Later designs feature all
the ﬁve ﬁngers [63] or non-anthropomorphic kinematics [69]. State-of-the-art humanoid
hands can have a large number of control variables [70], or as little as nine variables [62]
and have hybrid actuation. Non-antropomorphic hands, instead, rely on diﬀerent prin-
ciples for grasping, such as a foldable palm [71] or an passive grasping envelopment [72],
and it is debated whether a diﬀerent kinematics gives an advantage on grasping and
using everyday objects. Although the recent anthropomorphic hands closely resemble
a human hand, their kinematic model is extremely diﬀerent, and generally varies from
a minimum of 15 [73] to a maximum of 25 [74] directly and indirectly actuated joints.
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Under-actuated hands often have a similar kinematic model to hybrid actuated hands,
and can be approximately 10 times cheaper than a hybrid actuated hand with similar
kinematics 1. The main diﬀerence is that the joints are not directly controllable. The
rationale behind the used number of joints is rarely justiﬁed. In addition, the impact
of chosen kinematic model on the manipulation potential of a gripper is not quantiﬁed,
especially in relation to the kinematics of the thumb [75]. As the thumb is believed
to be the main contributor to the dexterity of the human hand [35], such kinematic
mismatch between the human and state-of-the-art robotic hands is a limitation. Indeed,
this reduces the possible space of conﬁguration of the ﬁngers and, consequently, the
variety of postures available for diﬀerent manipulation tasks [8].
Traditionally, robotic hands are manufactured using hard materials such as plastic [62]
and metal [76]. One of the most popular actuators are Direct Current (DC) motors,
embedded either in the arm [62] or directly in the hand [71]. and pulleys, which are not
as elastic as human tendons. Disadvantage of those common manufacturing choices is
that hard materials make the hand non-deformable and the ﬁngers not very compliant.
Lack of deformation and reduced compliance limit the adaptability of the ﬁngers and
of the outer structure of the hand to the shape of the object. This reduces the friction
created by a deformable padding and the ability to envelop precisely and object within
ﬁngers, which are mechanisms intensively used by human tendons and dermis when
grasping. For these reasons, recent eﬀorts attempted to use elastic and deformable
components [77], variable stiﬀness [78] and pneumatic actuation [79, 80] and soft hand
designs [81]. Although the choice of hard materials limits the ﬂexibility of robotic hands,
state of the art manufacturing can achieve some degree of dexterity [82].
The human hand is one of the most sensorised parts of the body [85] and its sensory
stimuli is very important for perceiving the environment, especially if blindfolded [86]. In
1Shadow Dexterous Hand
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(a) Whole surface tactile
sensors
(b) Force, torque and proximity sensors
Figure 2.6: Example of diﬀerent sensorised hands. The Gifu hand III (a) has
tactile sensors on the whole surface of the hand [83]. Torque, force
and proximity sensors [84] can be applied to the KCL metamorphic
hand (b), which has a non-humanoid kinematics [71].
an attempt to emulate this principle, diﬀerent types and number of sensors are installed
on many robotic hands. Most hands, such as the KCL metamorphic hand or the iCub
hand, are able to obtain proprioceptive feedback extrapolated from the motor encoders
or the current applied, providing joint information comparable to human motor aﬀerents.
Such type of sensing is very widespread and simple to use for motor control [87], but it
does not provide information on the mechanical proprieties of the object. Additionally,
a continuously applied high current can damage the motors, while human ﬁngers are not
damaged from if continuously gripping with strength. For this reason, various tactile and
force sensors are increasingly used for robotic manipulation. Diﬀerent implementations
of tactile sensors can detect the contact point with the objects and they can be installed
on the ﬁngertips [88] or the full ﬁngers and palm [83,89]. Force and torque sensors [90]
are used to measure the magnitude of the contact. Example of those technologies
are shown in Figure 2.6. Some common limitations of those sensors are the cost, the
maximum load, the reliability of the measurements, and the limited domain of use.
However it is expected that their role will be more and more prominent to support
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more advanced control mechanisms. Other human sensory perceptions not yet much
considered in robotic manipulation are heat and pain. While a defence mechanism such
as pain might not be needed in robotics, temperature can be useful to guide grasping
as it can diﬀerentiate a living organism from an object, for example. Finally, non-
biologically inspired types of perception, such as object proximity, have been already
integrated in grasping system [91]. Good results have been achieved when diﬀerent
types of sensory information are integrated [84,92].
To summarise, there are a lot of kinematic representations of the human hand but it has
not been established which feature is most important to render in such representations.
Fully, hybrid or under-actuated hands give more or less freedom of movement to the
ﬁngers, at the expenses of additional complexity and cost. Traditional manufacturing
and actuation technology lack of the intrinsic compliance of human hands, therefore
alternatives which use soft material and diﬀerent types of actuators. Finally, artiﬁcial
sensors do not have yet the same level of sophistication or density of biological sensors,
but it is possible to compensate for this by integrating in the hand hardware other
sensing capabilities not used in nature such as vision (camera-in-hand), ultrasounds or
proximity.
2.3.2 The Controller: Optimisation and Learning of Grasping and Reaching
The problem of robotic hand control for manipulation was initially approached in its
closed form in the early 1980s. One of the ﬁrst results was the mathematical formulation
of the hand Jacobian [93]. It describes a set of equations that link the hand joints' speed
and torque to the position and force of respective ﬁngers. Grasping was performed by
matching the produced forces or positions to the forces that are required to restrain
the object. Force and form closures were formulated as metrics for assessing the grasp
stability in closed form to compensate for the eﬀect of friction [94]. At this point, a
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.7: Intuitive illustration of force closure (a) and form closure (b). The
ﬁrst deﬁnes an object as constrained based on the forces applied, the
second based on the points of contact.
successful grasp was performed by optimising the contact points or the applied forces on
the object by the robotic hand [95]. An intuitive representation of the closures is shown
in Figure 2.7. One disadvantage of such approach is that the computation of optimal
contacts is a non-trivial and computationally expensive task, which requires knowledge
of the object geometry and position. Later studies demonstrated that it is possible to
optimise those calculations [96]. However, the mathematical approach still requires a
re-computation of the optimal contacts for each new object that is manipulated. Thus,
it is limiting the use of such technique in unknown and unstructured environments such
as a household or a nursery. As it can be seen, the traditional mathematical approach
is fundamentally diﬀerent from the biological approach observed in humans and it is
generally employed on fully actuated hands.
In an attempt to reduce the amount of required computation and the dependency on
the speciﬁc object's characteristics, under-actuated hands were introduced [97]. Those
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hands share a similar kinematic model of fully actuated hands but with diﬀerent joint
control and are brieﬂy discussed in Section 2.3.1. In one of the ﬁrst results [66], a small
number of variables was used to control the motion of a robotic hand with complex
humanoid kinematics. This type of control represents the translation of the grasp-
ing synergies observed in the CNS and the hand muscoloskeletal system of humans to
robotics [44]. Subsequent works extended the original concept by taking into account
the forces generated by the ﬁngers [98] and the possibility to adapt the grip to the
shape of the object [99]. The theoretical framework for assessing the quality of grasp
for under-actuated robotic hands is not as mature as for the traditional approach, but
recent works are closing the gap in this direction [100, 101]. Under-actuated hands are
easier to control and can produce reliable grasps. However, the ﬂexibility of such hands
is limited by the hardware. Indeed, once a set of synergies is implemented, the hand and
its control strategy cannot be changed and it is not easy to alter the type or number of
synergies or to switch to a diﬀerent control strategy in real time. While this choice might
be suitable for prosthetics, where simplicity of control is fundamental [102], robotic ap-
plications can be limited by this choice, as diﬀerent tools might require a more or less
speciﬁc set of synergies or a control switch during execution. It is, however, possible to
implement a synergistic control in software [103, 104] without losing the ﬂexibility of a
fully actuated hand.
Learning by demonstration is a popular technique used to simplify the tuning and im-
plementation of reliable models for grasping and other structured actions. Learning by
demonstration, also known as imitation learning, is an alternative to adaptation via
trial-and-errors. Adaptation methods are adjusting a model incrementally during its ex-
ecution using strategies, such as adaptive control [105] or reinforcement learning [106],
compensating for the errors during execution. A disadvantage of those approaches is
that a large number of trials are required and it might be diﬃcult to achieve conver-
gence [107, 108]. Indeed, ﬁnding the optimal parameters in the model's search space
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requires long time. Therefore, it is impractical to realise such algorithms on a real
robot that performs advanced manipulation tasks. Learning by demonstration, instead,
allows adjusting or deriving a model of an action from data collected from demonstra-
tions of the required task. The optimal parameters, or the model itself, are directly
derived from the processed data of the demonstrations. For example, learning is often
a starting point for collecting the data used for the set of grasping synergies to be
used in the hand hardware [109]. Additionally, learning is also used to tune or adapt
motor models that realise a speciﬁc skill or an action [110], such as pouring a liquid
in a container [111]. The learning data can be obtained with the following methods:
a) collection in the robot's extrinsic joint space, by employing the robot's sensors or
external equipment to observe the actions of a teacher; b) collection in the robot's in-
trinsic joint space, by capturing the joint data during teleoperation or while teaching
kinaesthetically the motion [112]. However, regardless of the learning approach, the ﬁrst
challenge that needs to be addressed is to solve the correspondence problem [113]. The
correspondence problem states that, since the kinematics of the teacher and the learner
are diﬀerent, it is ﬁrst required to map the joint space of the teacher into the joint space
of the learner in order to ensure meaningful teaching. If the teaching is performed in the
robot's intrinsic space, the problem is automatically addressed. However some teaching
means, such as teleoperation, might not be suitable for learning manipulation skills due
to the complexity of controlling an articulated arm and a multiﬁngered hand [114]. Per-
forming a demonstration in the robot's extrinsic joint space is easier and more intuitive,
particularly for teachers unfamiliar with robotics (employees in the agricultural and
service sectors). However, the correspondence problem is more diﬃcult to address for
complex kinematics such as robotic hands. Several attempts were performed to assess
how well a robotic hand maps into a human hand [9,115]. However, it is still diﬃcult to
solve the correspondence problem entirely due to the simpliﬁcations and disagreements
in the human hand kinematic models. As a result, learning by demonstration tends
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to be successfully employed in restricted domains, with a predeﬁned number of objects
or speciﬁc motion strategies [116]. In addition, it is hard to scale the technique over
a large number of objects or a more ﬂexible motion control. Although learning from
demonstrations and from trial and errors are separately well studied, the two approaches
are rarely combined in robotics. For example, results on the mechanism of learning of
the human cerebellum, which combines reinforcement learning through practice with
taught demonstrations of a teacher, are rarely used as source of inspiration for robotic
learning algorithms. Anyway, it is possible to extract the core features of human mo-
tor behaviour from experiments, and to apply only the relevant biological principles to
robotic motor control. For example, in [117], the authors are modelling human touch
strategies of soft objects. The same model was later implemented on a robotic plat-
form [91] with good results. Another example is shown in [118]. The authors perform
human experiments of pick and place, grasping with sensory constraints, to identify
the conditions that favour an action plan over another. The model that deﬁnes the
conditions and the plans is general enough to be transferred to a robot with adequate
sensing capabilities for grasping and reaching.
In order to execute a grasping or manipulation action, a motor sequence should be
generated. Such plan guides the motor control of the end eﬀector and the arm towards
the target. Its functionalities can be compared to the ones of the cerebellum or spinal
cord during human motion execution, depending on the level of complexity required.
Some controllers are able to guide the manipulandum respecting speciﬁc constraints
[119] or reactively avoiding obstacles [120], others are more closely replicating the neural
mechanism of human reaching [121] or rely on techniques extrapolated from the artiﬁcial
intelligence planning community [122]. Regardless of the mechanism used, planning of
the reaching action is rarely combined with grasp planning, and those two aspects of
the motion are generally studied separately.
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In an attempt to create a more ﬂexible interaction with diﬀerent objects, the concepts
of object and grasp aﬀordances were introduced in robotics. In both cases, the aim is to
give robots the ability to handle alternatives when executing a task. Object aﬀordances
can be used to introduce ﬂexibility in high order plans, such as an assembly sequence,
when presence of uncertainties requires a replan. For example, the motion plan of a
mobile robot might change based on the path suggested by diﬀerent unseen elements
of the environment [123], or the order of execution of a complex task might change
based on the available objects [124, 125]. Grasp aﬀordances, instead, identify diﬀerent
approaches to manipulate an object trying to fulﬁl a criteria [10], as the same object
often allows to be grasped in very diﬀerent ways. Often aﬀordances are learned from
demonstrations [126, 127] since the sequence of motor actions might be complex. Com-
monly, the methodology followed to translate aﬀordances in robotics is comprehensive,
as diﬀerent problems, such as object perception, motor control and skill learning, are
addressed by a single monolithic component. As a result, the existing approaches are
very complex and speciﬁc, and do not allow the ﬂexibility of object and grasp aﬀor-
dances to be exploited beyond the domain of certain application [128]. Conversely, the
human planning and control system is specialised, hierarchical and general purpose and
approaches inspired by such organisation are not frequent.
As the motor execution of complex sequences of varied actions in robotics is still consid-
ered to be very challenging, the creation and inhibition of composite plans of high level
actions elaborated to fulﬁl a high level goal is not be discussed in this thesis. Such func-
tions, performed by the basal ganglia and the motor cortex in humans, pertain more to
the domain of artiﬁcial intelligence [129] and pure planning [130] which generally does
not deal with the complexities introduced by the interaction with real world objects.
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2.4 Conclusions: Requirements for Flexible Manipulation
The common characteristic of the above-mentioned studies of robotic manipulation is
the focus on a speciﬁc manipulation task. This makes it diﬃcult to formulate a general
approach for grasp control of unperceived human-made objects. In this respect, the
study of the generality of human manipulation skills can provide guidelines for future
robotic implementations. On the other hand, it is important not to overestimate the
contribution that studying human manipulation can give. Human studies shall be used
to understand the principles that lead manipulation and translate the functionality
rather than copying the mechanism. Replicating the structure of human neural circuitry
to control grasping and learning [131] or shadowing the exact morphology of the human
hand [132] might create solutions, which are domain speciﬁc and expensive to maintain
or manufacture.
Another requirement to fulﬁl for robot manipulation is to reduce the dependency from
the speciﬁc domain of application. If an unseen object is presented to humans for the
ﬁrst time, it is infrequent for them to handle it incorrectly using an inadequate grasp
aﬀordance. The amount of objects that are manipulated daily by humans is very large
and continuously changing from day to day, making it extremely diﬃcult to recalculate
and to store the optimal grasping strategies or object models.
The enable a robot to interact with a large set of diﬀerent objects, it should be assessed
how diﬀerent grasp aﬀordances inﬂuence the performance of the ﬁnal result of an action,
rather than the ﬁne details of a grasp posture or the object characteristics. The moti-
vation is that most of the times grasping is a prerequisite for an action to take place for
achieving a result. As long as the desired outcome is obtained, the details on the grasp
aﬀordance and object used are not as important. Also, there are much less actions to
do than objects to grasp, so the variability and size of the search space is lower. In this
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way the grasping problem is simpliﬁed, as it is not required to ﬁnd the best possible
grasp but a grasp suﬃciently good to achieve the desired result. As grasp control would
allow more ﬂexibility, reaching can compensate for the limitations of robotic grasping
and facilitate the use of diﬀerent postures as multiple solutions, rather than a single
best, are now viable. As such, grasping and reaching shall be studied together and
considered as a part of the same problem when modelling grasp aﬀordance controllers.
Traditionally, the approaches used in modelling grasp aﬀordances combine diﬀerent
aspects of the problem. The perception, learning, decision-making, motor planning
and execution processes are often addressed in the same algorithm in an unstructured
way, making it diﬃcult to perform changes, such as adding novel objects or behaviours.
Although the human CNS performs all the above processes at the same time, it does
show some sort of hierarchy and organisation. It is, therefore, preferable to similarly
impose a modular separation of the diﬀerent aspects of grasp aﬀordance. This approach
would enable to customise, adapt and tune the system to meet the performance criteria
required for a given task. For example, the knowledge about an object location and its
shape is enough to achieve a successful grasp, but this information does not need to
be obtained from a visual perception of the environment only. In a modular aﬀordance
framework, the type of perception (e.g. visual or haptic) is not important as long as it
can provide the information needed to perform the task within the expected eﬃciency.
To summarise the above, a list of requirements that robotic manipulator controllers
shall address to increase their ﬂexibility for diﬀerent domains is proposed:
1. The fundamental principles, rather than the detailed mechanism, of human ma-
nipulation skills shall be studied and applied to robotic systems;
2. Performing an intended action eﬀectively is the target of grasping, and the eﬀect
of the action given from a given posture shall be assessed;
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3. Grasping and reaching for an object compensate each other and their interactions
shall be analysed, but modelled independently;
4. Grasp aﬀordances should be modelled in a modular framework, where diﬀerent
aspects of the problem can be addressed independently.
This thesis explores the above requirements from human studies (Chaper 3 and 4) and
outlines the principles of a modular framework for grasp aﬀordances (Chapter 5) and a
biologically inspired grasping controller (Chapter 6).
To conclude, it is important to note that an object requires to be grasped before being
used. Hence, it is ﬁrst required to resolve the problem of general purpose grasping before
addressing more complex problems, such as object aﬀordances and high level planning,
that abstract from the speciﬁcs of the action performed. Research in these directions is
very useful, but it is not possible to fully exploit the results while robots are still unable
to grasp diﬀerent unspeciﬁed objects for a speciﬁc action. For this reason, this thesis
addresses the problem of grasp aﬀordances only. It is believed that to address high
level reasoning problems, such as object aﬀordance, it is ﬁrst required to consolidate
the modelling, learning and execution lower motor control skills.
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Chapter 3
Modelling the Approach Phase of
Grasp Aﬀordances
3.1 Introduction
This chapter analyses patterns of approaching to grasp observed in humans and proposes
suitable models of the observed behaviours. In robotics literature, grasp aﬀordances are
modelled as an aggregated system that comprises diﬀerent aspects from perception to
motor control. In this thesis instead, a grasp aﬀordance is considered as a modular
part of a larger system. The purpose of this chapter is to propose a structure of grasp
aﬀordances, in the form of mathematical models learned from human trials.
A grasp aﬀordance action can be divided in two stages: approaching an object and
grasping it. In this chapter, the term approaching is derived from the deﬁnition of grasp
aﬀordance of Section 2.1 and refers to the act of reaching an object with the intention
of using it to perform an action. This is diﬀerent from the term reaching which implies
a displacement of the hand to a deﬁned position; for instance when touching a surface,
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pressing a button or positioning an industrial robotic end-eﬀector for soldering. It is
important to stress this diﬀerence, as an open-loop reaching or grasping action, without
the intention to use the object, is not suﬃcient to obtain a grasp aﬀordance. An open-
loop action as described above gives no guidance in selecting the most appropriate
motion.
To grasp an object, a robot requires ﬁrst to reach it. Controllers for reaching have
better overall performance comapred to grasping controllers and are commonly used
in industrial set-ups. Direct reaching is a mostly a solved problem in robotics [120],
while constrained reaching, such as obstacle avoidance [133] trajectory following [119]
within a strict time limit [134], are still considered as research topics. The combination
of reaching and grasping controllers in robotics, instead, are not investigated as much.
Reaching and grasping are often considered as separate problems, although some studies
from neuroscience of grasping suggest the contrary [135, 136]. Therefore, it is worth to
study the interactions and relationship of reaching and grasping to improve robotic
control systems. A good reaching might compensate for a bad grasping, or a diﬀerent
reaching trajectory might be required for a diﬀerent grasp posture.
There are various studies that combine reaching and grasping in order to obtain a
better understanding of the environment, to learn how to use an object, or to guide the
hand eﬀectively. Although those studies do not openly discuss reaching and grasping
interactions, they do take them into account and are discussed here. Often, perception
and learning aspects are included in the analysis of the combination of reaching and
grasping. In the interactive perception technique, the robot builds a representation of
an object by interacting with it and observing the outcome of its actions [137]. An
application of grasping with a further intention to use an object can be seen in [138].
In this work the authors also employ interactive perception to teach a robot to use
tools. Additionally, this technique, combined with Gaussian processes, can be used to
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interactively determine how to fold laundry [139]. The combination of manipulation and
reaching in interactive perception is used to improve the knowledge of the environment,
and to understand how to interact with it. Therefore, perception and learning are
fundamental components of this technique.
Another comparable approach is active vision. This methodology originally addresses
complex computer vision problems by changing the view point of the camera [140]. Such
technique can be used to optimise the number of processed frames needed to execute a
grasp [141], or to generate grasping points on-line to guide visual servoing [142]. Hence,
the interaction between vision and reaching is used to guide grasping. However, as
the end-eﬀector is mounted on the same arm as the camera, grasping is inﬂuenced by
reaching. The above approaches study the interaction between reaching and grasping
but do not openly target the actions as interdependent processes. In such way, it is
diﬃcult to understand the phenomenon in depth and scale it for diﬀerent objects and
domains (areas of application). As such, the main disadvantage is that those approaches
are tailored to the speciﬁc problem. Additionally, an intense use of learning, required
by interactive perception, often involves long on-line training for parameter tuning or
model deﬁnition.
This chapter establishes a ﬁrst step towards a modular grasp aﬀordance system. Dif-
ferent parts of the motion, such as approaching and grasping, can still be interrelated
without losing their generality. The methodology pursued in this chapter analyses of
the approaching part only of a grasp aﬀordance from human demonstrations. Further
on, a model that describes the general pattern is provided.
This chapter addresses the question of whether or not, a general, object independent
model of the approaching part of a grasp aﬀordance can be derived from human demon-
strations. In addition, it is studied whether a grasp aﬀordance approach motion is a
planned strategy or it is a set of reactive adjustments performed during the execution.
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The contributions of this chapter are:
1. The interaction between reaching and grasping is characterised by analysing hu-
man grasping experiments, and expressed in terms of hand to object distance.
2. The motion pattern structure is deﬁned in terms of approach distance and speed
of ﬁngers displacement.
3. A set of object-independent most reliable models is derived from the data to
describe a general, object independent pattern of approach to grasp.
4. Alternative simpler and approximated models of the motion are derived to allow
a comparison in a robotic set-up.
5. The motion is characterised in terms of orientation and distance with respect to
the object.
Such interpretation of grasp aﬀordances helps shifting the attention away from the
geometrical details of a speciﬁc object. Thanks to the generality of the models, it
gains more importance the eﬀectiveness of an action execution, giving a grasp posture,
reducing the dependence on the speciﬁc domain of application.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows: in Section 3.2 the experimental data and
data preprocessing methodology are discussed. Section 3.3 presents the results of the
data analysis and describes the phases of the approach distance. In Section 3.4 a set of
models for the approach distance and orientation data is presented. Section 3.5 is the
discussion and Section 3.6 draws out the conclusions.
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3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 Experimental Protocol
The aim of this chapter is to understand and deﬁne a general pattern in human approach
to grasp for performing a speciﬁc action. Such pattern should be independent from
the object grasped, but it can be dependent on the task performed. It is important to
underline that a speciﬁc action has to be executed, as this constraints the list of possible
strategies and postures to the ones required for the task. In case an action is not deﬁned,
there is an open scenario where any approach to grasp strategy is acceptable and it is
not possible to discriminate the most appropriate strategy and grasp aﬀordance. The
assumption is that part of the approaching action should be stereotypical and another
part should be dependent on the speciﬁc object properties. This is motivated by the
fact that humans are able to grasp most objects intuitively, but are not always able
to proﬁciently use them without prior knowledge. For example, it is trivial to grasp
a fencing handle, but it requires a lot of training to grip the handle for successfully
keeping the guard. The action selected for the task performed in the experiments of
this chapter is hammering on a point. This action was selected because it can be easily
generalised to similar actions, such as insertion or pressing. Additionally, hammering
is one of the ﬁrst actions ever learned by infants [143], and it was used by prehistoric
humans for crafting the Oldowan stone tools [17]. Hence, this action can also be used
for other simple scenarios such as basic crafting.
Approach to grasp and object motion data were collected from human trials for this
study. For this purpose, it was important to track the hand, wrist and ﬁngers motion in
order to record trajectories and ﬁnger postures during a trial. Also, the object position
and orientation are tracked through the whole experiment. This is required in order to
highlight the overall grasp aﬀordance decision process by relating the object position
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and orientation to the grasping motion of the human participant, instead of processing
the two independently.
Figure 3.1 shows the complete set up of the experiments. A system of four motion
tracking cameras (Vicon Bonita) was used to record the object position with a frequency
of 100 Hz. Additionally, the position and orientation of the subject's arm and hand
was tracked using wearable ﬁbre optic motion capture (MoCap) system (Measurand
ShapeHandPlus) with a frequency of 77 Hz. To aid in the analysis, the frequencies of
the two devices were adjusted to match 100 Hz using linear interpolation.
Participants were seated on a chair in front of a table, and asked to wear the MoCap
system on their dominant side. The table was placed in the centre of the ﬁeld of view of
the four cameras, and it was covered with a black cloth to eliminate possible reﬂection
from artiﬁcial light. The room was lit using artiﬁcial light only, and the illumination
was kept constant throughout a capture session.
A set of eight everyday-use objects of diﬀerent shape and weight, was used for the
experiments: a plastic ball, a paper coﬀee cup, a card box, a phone headset, a CD
keep case, an hard-cover book, a computer mouse and a hammer. Table 3.1 shows the
properties of the objects. The purpose of the set up was to encourage the selection non-
trivial hammering surfaces and unusual approach to grasp strategies, so that diﬀerent
motion sequences would be explored. In this way it is possible to deﬁne a general
object-independent grasping pattern given the variability of approaches.
Nine subjects, seven males and two females, performed the experiments. Participants
had no history of previous motor impairments and they were right handed. The mean
hand width was 79.7 mm, the mean hand length was 189.3 mm. The measurements
were performed using the methodology proposed in [27] based on the hand breadth and
length from digitizer criteria. During experiments, the objects were selected in random
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the complete experimental set-up.
order and, when applicable, random orientation - the longitudinal axis of the object was
either parallel or orthogonal to the table edge. Each subject performed the experiments
using the objects placed in two diﬀerent orientations, when possible. The cup and the
ball do not have a unique orientation due to their circular base. Each approach to
grasp experiment was repeated two times. In total, 28 demonstrations were collected
for each participant. Experiments were approved by the King's College London Ethical
Committee, REC reference Number BDM/12/13-27.
At the beginning, a hammering point on the non-dominant side of a subject was marked
on the table using a paper cup as a damping place-holder. The point was placed oﬀ the
central line of the body to further encourage subjects to explore diﬀerent approaching
patterns. The point was selected so that it would be possible to approach, grasp and
hammer without the need of bending or rotating the torso. A small platform with 5
trackers was used as a common reference point for the Vicon and MoCap systems , as
it is shown in Figure 3.1. It was located close to the dominant side of the subject on





























Table 3.1: List of objects used in the experimentation and their properties. The
longitudinal axis is highlighted in green on each object's picture. The
ﬁrst dimension is along the longitudinal axis, the second is orthogonal
to the axis and lying on the same plane.  stands for diameter, H
stands for height.
the corner of the table. The position and orientation of the reference plate are ﬁxed for
the duration of the whole trial. The object to be grasped is positioned in front of the
subject to allow comfortable approaching and grasping without the need to bend the
torso. The participants were able to perform a direct approach motion and no obstacle
was impeding their action when performing the experiment.
Subjects were shown a demonstration of the experimental protocol prior starting and
given further clariﬁcations if needed. At the beginning of each trial, subjects were
asked to adopt the initial reference posture shown in Figure 3.2. Further on, subjects
performed the experimental protocol as follows:
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Figure 3.2: Initial reference posture: arm in straight position parallel to the
ground and orthogonal to the chest, hand fully open and ﬂat ﬁngers.
1. Subjects covered the reference plate with their hand so that it is not visually
tracked. Losing the tracking allows synchronising the starting point of both data
streams.
2. Subjects returned their hand to the initial posture, so that the reference plate is
tracked again (Figure 3.2).
3. Subjects approached the target object to grasp naturally. No constraints or sug-
gestions were given regarding the most suitable grasp aﬀordance.
4. Subjects hammered the grasped object on the marked area. Subjects were free
to choose the hammering style or object's point of contact with the hammering
area.
5. Subjects placed the object away and the data collection was stopped.
Although the whole action listed above was captured, only the motion between steps
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3 and 4 was analysed in this thesis. Performing the complete action was required to
ensure that subjects would perform a natural approaching to grasp pattern, so that any
diﬀerence with plain reaching could be highlighted.
3.2.2 Data Processing
Data Collection Methodology
In the analysis the relationship between hand position and the object centroid is char-
acterised. The centroid positions of the reference plate and the object were acquired
directly from the visual tracking system with no need of further processing. The po-
sitions of every joint of the kinematic model of the arm were collected for every trial.
The hand position is deﬁned as the centroid between the wrist, middle and ring ﬁngers
metacarpophalangeal (MCP , see Figure 3.3(a)) joint positions . The positions were
derived from the kinematic model using the MoCap toolbox for MATLAB [144].
Metacarpal, proximal and distal interphalangeal joint angles, and metacarpal adduc-
tion/abduction joint angles of the index, middle, ring and little ﬁngers were also recorded
(Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b)). In this study, only MCP ﬂexion/extension joint motion of
the ﬁngers was analysed, as it has the greatest impact on the motion of the whole ﬁn-
ger [145]. Further in the text, the MCP ﬂexion/extension data is referred as metacarpal
data.
General Data Processing Methodology
Visual tracking and wearable MoCap data were synchronised as part of the experimental
protocol. The moment when the reference plate was covered by the hand of the subject
was considered as the common starting point. The reference frame of the MoCap and
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(a) Top view (b) Side view
Figure 3.3: Schematics of the hand bones and joints involved in the capture.
visual tracking data were transformed to the coordinate frame of the reference plate in
order to allow comparisons in a common coordinate system.
The approaching to grasp part of the entire trial was isolated by inspecting the motion
of the ﬁngers and object. Speciﬁcally, the ﬁrst displacements of the ﬁngers marked the
start of the analysed sequence. The end of the sequence was established at the moment
when the object's centroid had a vertical speed higher than 3 mm/s. This speed value
clearly indicates that the object is being lifted to be used. For this to happen, the object
has to be secured in the hand ﬁrst, hence it is a clear indication of a completed grasp
action. Although the analysis focussed only on the approaching to grasp part, subjects
were required to perform a complete and realistic hammering action. This was required
to ensure that the approaching to grasp part of the motion would not be artefact for
the experiment.
The normalised euclidean distance between centre of the palm and the object centroid
was calculated, and used to quantify the relationship between the hand and object po-
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sitions for the approach distance analysis. The normalised euclidean distance is deﬁned













Where a is the approach distance, Otd and P
t
d are the values of the object and palm
respectively for dimension d observed at instant t. Omxd and P
mx
d are the maximum
position values for dimension d of the object and palm. Finally dimension d refers to x,
y and z axes.
The purpose of the normalisation is to transform the approach distance in a non-
dimensional quantity for a clearer presentation. Since the data is already expressed
in the same range, normalisation is not otherwise required. Hence, the normalised ap-
proach distance is a non-dimensional relationship between the hand and the object. It
quantiﬁes the distance between them at a given moment in time.
Data Processing Methodology for the Orientation of the Hand
The orientations of hand and object were expressed using unit quaternions. The hand
rotation was extracted from the real part of the hand quaternion. The hand-object
angular relationships were calculated from the axes of the hand and object quaternions.
Such relationships deﬁne the zenith and azimuth approach angles of the hand to the
object between the rotation axes of the two elements. Since the object is steady for the
whole trial, it was possible to use it as a reference. The azimuth of the approach motion
is the angle between the hand and the object axes of rotation on the horizontal plane
of the table. The zenith of the approach motion is the angle between the two axes on
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the vertical plane orthogonal to the table. Figure 3.4 describes all the calculations.
Figure 3.4: Geometrical description of zenith (a) and azimuth (b) angles of ap-
proach.
The azimuth was obtained from the dot product (projection) between the XY compo-







Where pqxy and oqxy are the XY imaginary parts of the unit quaternions of the palm
and the object and α is the angle between the two vectors (azimuth).
The zenith angle was derived from the diﬀerence of the direction cosine angles of the
palm and the object with respect to the Z axis (height) as follows:













ζ = |θ − ω| (3.5)
Where pqz and oqz are the Z components of the imaginary part of the unit quaternions
of the palm and the object respectively, pq and oq are the full imaginary parts of the
palm and object unit quaternions, θ and ω are the angles between the Z reference axis
and the palm and object unit quaternions imaginary parts and ζ is the zenith angle.
The approach positional distance and orientation data was derived two times, to obtain
the speed and acceleration that were ﬁltered with a moving average ﬁlter with span 7.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis of behavioural data was conducted to test whether factors such as the
grasped object, the performing subject, or the speciﬁc execution inﬂuence the approach
motion. Since a common object-independent approaching to grasp pattern is deﬁned,
statistical tests are required to verify whether every trial can be treated independently
or all trials should be clustered and analysed together or in groups. Therefore, an
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test was performed on the approaching to grasp data.
The statistical analysis was performed to understand whether speciﬁc features of ap-
proaching to grasp depend on the object, the speciﬁc trial or the performing subject.
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The standard deviation of approach distance, azimuth, zenith and rotation were nor-
malised and used as dependent variables to evaluate their relationship with the perform-
ing subject, the grasped object and the executed trial. It is expected to see no signiﬁcant
diﬀerence across trials if the standard deviation is similar. The independent variables
were subjects, objects and trial sequence numbers for an object-subject combination.
Three hypotheses were tested using a one way ANOVA test with one inter-cell degree
of freedom and 230 within cell degrees of freedom (F1,230). A hypothesis is considered
signiﬁcant if the Fisher's index (F ) is bigger than F critical and the null hypothesis
is rejected with 95% conﬁdence level, which corresponds to a probability distribution
(p) less than 0.05. The variances of the approach distance, the hand rotation and the
zenith of approach did not show a signiﬁcant dependence on the object being grasped
(F1,230 = 1.75, p = 0.19, F1,230 = 0.0012, p = 0.97 and F1,230 = 0.018, p = 0.89
respectively) or the speciﬁc trial (F1,230 = 0.04, p = 0.85, F1,230 = 0.0047, p = 0.82
and F1,230 = 1.11, p = 0.29 respectively) but it did show a signiﬁcant dependence
on the performing subject (F1,230 = 4.93, p < 0.001, F1,230 = 18.24, p < 0.001 and
F1,230 = 4.05, p < 0.001) respectively). Therefore, the performing subject is a deter-
mining variable of the structure of the approach motion for grasping. This result can
be explained as every person performed the experiment at his or her own pace (speed).
As some subjects were more careful or more conﬁdent, the speed of the execution was
not consistent, although every object was approached to be grasped more or less in the
same way.
The azimuth of approach did not show a signiﬁcant dependence neither with the object
being grasped (F1,230 = 0.19, p = 0.66)), nor the trial executed (F1,230 = 0.07, p = 0.78)
nor the performing subject (F1,230 = 1.095, p = 0.3). This shows that the orientation
of the hand on the planar surface the table is not discriminated by any external factor,
suggesting that a common approach strategy exists across subjects and the same pattern
is used when approaching diﬀerent objects. This result can be explained as each subject
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orients the hand in respect to the planar surface of the table in the same predeﬁned way
to complete a grasp of any object, while the other quantities might be more inﬂuenced
by the subject's pace.
This result shows that the data should be grouped by subject for the analysis as the
performing subject is a factor that inﬂuences most of the characteristics of the motion.
3.3.2 Characterisation of Approach Distance Patterns
In this section the analysis of the data is discussed and a common structure of the ap-
proach motion is formulated. The data is analysed by observing the individual patterns
of motion of the approach distance speed, acceleration and ﬁngers speed variability. As
the purpose of this chapter is to analyse approach motions of the hand to the object,
the speed of the approach distance is the fundamental quantity analysed. This value
represents the rate of change of the distance between palm and object over time. The
acceleration is considered in order to highlight changes in this fundamental quantity
and to give structure to the motion. The hand position during approaching is consid-
ered, but not analysed here as it was found that it does not highlight well enough the
dynamic changes involved during approaching. For similar reasons, the speed of the
metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint displacement of the index, middle, ring and little
ﬁngers are analysed. To better highlight the points where the MCP joints displace
the most, the variance of the four ﬁngers across the motion is examined. A variance
higher than average, indicates a part of interest for the analysis since large MCP joint
displacements imply that the hand is performing an activity such as preshaping.
Empirical comparisons of each trial showed that four phases can be discriminated, as
shown in Figure 3.5. The ﬁrst three phases represent the approach to grasp motion. The
last phase comprises the ﬁnal stage of grasping, when the object is ﬁrmly enveloped by
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the ﬁngers, and the beginning of the lifting motion of the object is performed prior to
hammer. Each phase, except for the last, has its own characteristics which are common
across all the trials.
Figure 3.5: Sample approach to grasp trial. From top to bottom plot: hand posi-
tion, speed, acceleration and variance of the four metacarpophalangeal
joint speeds for the whole approach to grasp motion over time. The
ﬁrst data point corresponds to the moment the hand and the ﬁnger
start to move, the last 17% of the motion shows the object being lifted
for hammering as the speed of motion is ascending to the maximum.
The Roman numbers identify the four phases.
To demonstrate that the data is similar across the dataset, a correlation analysis is
performed on each phase of the segmented trials. The analysis is performed on positional
data since it is the least processed data. The main issue to address is that subjects
performed experiments at their own pace. Therefore, the length of a phase or of the
whole experiment is inﬂuenced by external factors such as the subject's emotions (rush,
boredom, etc.). For this reason, the four phases, shown in Figure 3.5, are analysed
independently, and the duration of each phase for diﬀerent trials is matched through
interpolation. In this way the pattern structure within the phase is preserved. Each
trial is segmented one by one according to the criteria deﬁning each phase. The pairwise
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correlation coeﬃcients for the trials are calculated, and the overall median value of all
the coeﬃcients is considered. The correlation coeﬃcients for the ﬁrst three phases are
0.93, 0.99 and 0.97, respectively. This shows that the observed structure of the motion
and the characteristics of each phase are common across all trials irrespective of the
subject and the approached object; this matches with statistical tests. The fourth
phase, instead, shows a median correlation coeﬃcient of 0.16. This demonstrates that
the phase is performed in diﬀerent ways for each trial. This result is interesting since
this phase shows a high MCP joint speed variability, as the ﬁngers are ﬁnalising the
grasp, and a low hand position correlation coeﬃcient. This suggests that both ﬁnger
and hand motions are important factors in grasping, and a separate analysis is required
to better understand their relationship. Below, the four phases are discussed more in
detail.
First Phase
In the ﬁrst phase, the hand starts its approach motion to the object and the ﬁnger MCP
joints just begin to move. This phase covers an average of 17.86%± 6.92% of the total
motion sequence across subjects. The distinctive features of this phase are as follows:
 the hand speed increases to a peak and then starts decreasing;
 the hand decelerates abruptly until its global minimum;
 ﬁnger posture starts to shape from the initial steady ﬂat hand conﬁguration;
Although the MCP joints are moving, the variance of this motion does not signiﬁcantly
exceed the maximum mean peak in this phase that is 22% times smaller than the
global mean maximum. This suggests that the ﬁngers are displacing as the preshaping
is just started. Most of the ﬁnger preshaping motion is performed in the next phase.
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Another notable characteristic is that the speed proﬁle is a bell-shaped curve resembling
a Gaussian. This proﬁle is distinctive for open loop reaching motions, as found in
[146]. The main diﬀerence from that work is that, in this case, the bell-shaped proﬁle
terminates before the whole motion is completed, while in [146] the proﬁle is extended
until the end of the motion. This suggests that subjects treat diﬀerently an open loop
reaching motion from a targeted approach motion.
Second Phase
In the second phase, most of ﬁnger preshaping motion is performed and the hand motion
patterns undergo important changes in speed and acceleration. This phase covers as
average 12.03% ± 2.10% of the total motion across subjects. The following features
characterise the second phase:
 the hand speed stays within its global minimum range;
 the hand acceleration increases until its ﬁrst peak;
 most of the preshaping is performed, as ﬁngers' MCP speed variability is increas-
ing;
The MCP speed joint variance is above 72% of the total variability, suggesting that
most of the preshaping is performed in this phase. Such increase of variability is not
seen anywhere else than the fourth phase. This indicates that subjects select the ﬁnger
posture to be used for grasping by the end of this phase.
Additionally, for each individual subject, the variability of the speed patterns undergoes
a bell-shaped increase, underlining that the hand approach pattern is also adjusted in
this phase. Since the MCP variability do not signiﬁcantly increase until the last phase,
it is likely that the subject adopts the actual hand approach pattern and the ﬁnger
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posture to use for grasping. This suggests that the approach to grasp motion is decided
and adjusted on the way rather than being preplanned. Section 3.4 discusses whether
the adjustment of the approach grasp motion is reactive or intentional.
Third Phase
In the third phase, the distance between the hand and the object reduces until the
approaching motion is terminated. In this phase the speed and acceleration of the hand
motion reach a steady state. This phase covers as average 30.05%± 3.75% of the total
motion across subjects. This phase is characterised as follows:
 the hand steadily increases its speed until settling down to 0 (±0.001) mm/sec;
 the acceleration slowly converges to a steady state value of 0 (±0.0001) mm/sec;
 the hand closes up the distance with the object to ﬁnalise the grasping, as the
ﬁngers' MCP joints speed variability change is minimal;
In this phase the ﬁnger MCP joint speed variance also greatly reduces until reaching a
steady or null speed in some cases. This indicates that the implementation of the ﬁnger
posture, selected in the previous phase, approaches its end until the ﬁngers stop moving.
This happens just before the actual grasp is performed when the ﬁngers envelope the
object.
The hand approach speed and acceleration also settle down to a more predeﬁned pattern
since the variability of those two quantities greatly reduces. It can also be observed
that the speed pattern converges exponentially to a steady state value. Such change
is observed in all trials, although the time required to reach the settling value might
change. This conﬁrms that in the third phase the approach pattern and ﬁnger posture
strategies are implemented, as by the end of this phase the hand is steady and the
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ﬁngers are not displacing, as they are ready to grasp the object.
Fourth Phase
In the fourth phase the approaching motion is completed and the object is constrained
in the hand to be lifted for the subsequent action - hammering. This phase covers on
average 40.06%±7.18% of the total motion across subjects. The common characteristic
is that ﬁngers' MCP speed variance is changing as the ﬁnal enveloping and in-hand
adjustments of the object are performed. In addition, the speed of the hand can show
a sharp increase in the ﬁnal part as the object is lifted, possibly to compensate for
the object's weight or particular geometry. This phase is the only part of the motion
that is diﬀerent across trials, and no common features are identiﬁed in the hand motion
patterns, as in some trials the speed was steady, and in others oscillatory components
were observed.
This phase corresponds with the second part of our deﬁnition of grasp aﬀordance, where
a speciﬁc grasp posture is employed on a precise part of the object and the grasp is
completed. As such, the detailed characterisation of this phase is beyond the scope of
this chapter. A possible model of this phase is sketched in Section 3.4.
3.3.3 Characterisation of Orientation Patterns
Speed of the orientation data was also analysed to obtain a more complete picture of the
approach to grasp motion. A sample trial showing the three parameters of orientation is
shown in Figure 3.6. The azimuth, zenith and hand rotation were analysed empirically
trial by trial, and it was concluded that the behaviour of those three quantities is
similar to the step response of a second order system such as a spring-mass-damper.
All the three quantities have a common phase when the speed increases until a peak,
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Figure 3.6: Evolution over time of the sample angles of approach to grasp trial.
The Azimuth and Zenith angles of approach and the hand rotation of
the same trial are overlaid and the four phases of approach distance
reported for comparison. The ﬁrst data point corresponds to the
moment the hand and the ﬁnger start to move, the last 17% of the
motion shows the object being lifted for hammering. The angles were
measures as shown in Figure 3.4.
and a second phase where the speed decreases until convergence. The second phase is
following a pattern very similar to the step response of a second order system. Although
the orientation quantities have a behaviour similar to a spring-mass-damper system,
they do have diﬀerent convergence rates and reach the overshoot point at diﬀerent
moments. Section 3.4 investigates whether the orientation motions are reactive rather
than intentionally planned.
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3.4 Modelling of Approach to Grasp
3.4.1 Methodology
Diﬀerent model types were ﬁtted to characterise the speed of approach distance. The
speed is analysed because the main features of human behaviour are captured in that
domain, and velocity control is also commonly used for robotic control. Hence, a model
for the speed of approach can greatly help to implement a robotic approaching controller.
The approach distance data was divided in the four phases, as described in Section 3.3.2.
The regressive models of diﬀerent orders, up to the fourth, were ﬁtted to the positional
data. The approach to grasp part of the grasp aﬀordance is the principal phenomena
modelled. However, models of the fourth phase are proposed to give better insights of
the structure of this part of the motion. The maximum model order to ﬁt was selected
based on empirical evaluations.
The azimuth, zenith and hand rotation data were analysed as separate quantities. In
this case, model ﬁtting is used to verify the hypotheses whether the orientation pattern
is a reactive or a planned motion. To verify it, the solutions to the diﬀerential equations
describing the step response of ﬁrst and second order models were ﬁtted to the data.
Indeed, ﬁrst and second order models describe the dynamics of a reactive system, such a
spring-mass-damper system. Hence, if the equation of such dynamics well describes an
orientation quantity better than any other model, then, by analogy, that quantity has
a reactive behaviour. The models used to verify the hypothesis of planned motion were
ﬁtted up to the sixth order, as the whole motion was more complex than the approach
distance.
All the 224 trials were ﬁtted independently to estimate the approach distance models.
The quality of the ﬁt was assessed via random sampling 10-fold cross-validation. 75%
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of the dataset was used as training set and the other 25% was used as a test set. To
reduce the bias from the speciﬁc data collected, 10 diﬀerent test sets were randomly
selected. The length of the trials was normalised for each phase. In total, for each
combination of model type and order, 1680 ﬁts were performed including all the test
sets. The medians of the parameters resulting from individual ﬁts on the training set
were used for cross-validation.
To evaluate the quality of ﬁt, the R-squared value of the training set and the root mean
squared error (RMSE) for the test sets were evaluated. Additionally, a measure of model
instability was deﬁned. A model-order combination is considered unstable if the mean




∣∣∣E[RMSE]i − E[RMSE]i+1∣∣∣ (3.6)
Where E[RMSE]i and E[RMSE]i+1 are the overall mean RMSEs resulting from the i-
th and (i+1)-th test sets ﬁtted to a given combination of model type and order, and U is
the instability index: the larger U is, the less consistent is the model-order combination.
The measure of model instability is used to discard those models whose performance
was inconsistent due to randomness of the heuristic calculation of the parameters. The
instability index is required to mitigate the eﬀects that randomly selected test sets
have on the results of ﬁtting. The index privileges models which show a similar RMSE
score on all tests sets. The assumption is that if a model truly describes a natural
approaching, it is less likely that it will perform diﬀerently on diﬀerent combinations
of the test set. In addition, to further guide the model selection, the mean of RMSE
across all the 10 test sets was evaluated. The mean RMSE is a summary of the model
combination overall performance, which can be used to identify the worse performers -
the model combinations with a lower overall mean RMSE. The overall variability of the
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same value is also used to guide the selection if models have similar scores. This criteria
is also used to loosely enforce consistency over diﬀerent test sets. The criteria used to
evaluate orientation model ﬁtting were less stringent than the ones used to evaluate
model ﬁtting of the approach distance, as the motion is more complex.
To summarise, a combination of model type and order was selected based on the follow-
ing criteria:
 The R-squared value of all available model combinations is compared and all
models which scored less than 0.7 are discarded in both distance and orientation
ﬁts.
 The overall mean RMSE is compared across the remaining combinations. Models
are discarded if they score an RMSE larger than 0.0075, when ﬁtting distance
data, or larger than 0.02, when ﬁtting orientation data.
 The instability of each remaining combination is compared. Models are discarded
if they score less than 0.0005, when ﬁtting distance data, or less than 0.005, when
ﬁtting orientation data.
 If a clear winner does not stand out yet, worse performers are discarded.
 Variance of the overall RMSE is assessed to provide hints to guide the selection
at this point.
 If two models score equally the combination with least parameters is selected.
 A simple model is also selected earlier in the process if other models with similar
scores have much more parameters.
Within a selected model combination, the actual instance adopted as model for an
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approach phase is the best RMSE ﬁt across the 10 test sets. The thresholds for the
R-squared, RMSE and stability values were selected in order to be strict enough to
discard bad ﬁts but not too strict to allow diﬀerent aspects of a model combination to
be evaluated for the best ﬁts and to prevent over-ﬁtting. For each approach distance
phase, an approximate simpliﬁed model is also proposed. Such model is the best scoring
model which does not show the same consistency over diﬀerent test sets as the most
reliable model does. Also, the approximate model has fewer parameters than the most
reliable one. The reason why two categories of models are derived is to permit a com-
parison the eﬀectiveness of diﬀerent model complexities in Chapter 5. Indeed, a reliable
representation of the human motion might not perform as well as a simpliﬁed one. On a
robotic platform, it is more important to implement the principles of the motion rather
than to imitate the human pattern. Hence a simpler model might equally reproduce
the main features of human grasping despite its lower complexity, which is a desirable
advantage for a practical implementation.
The model types ﬁtted to the data were selected among the regression models available
in the state of the art, by observing informally the trend of the median of the subjects'
approaching data. For instance, if the data does not show oscillatory components, the
preliminary ﬁt of a sinusoidal model to the median data will be too poor to justify a
thorough examination. The selected model classes for all approach distance phases and
orientation quantities were Gaussian Mixtures (abbreviated to n-th order Gaussian) and
Polynomial. Exponential models were tested for the third phase only, while Sum of Sines
and Fourier Series were used for the fourth phase and for the orientation quantities. All
the above-mentioned model classes were used to verify whether an orientation quantity
is best described as a planned action. Solutions to the diﬀerential equation of ﬁrst order
and second order underdamped, overdamped and critically damped systems, with and
without zero, were also ﬁtted to orientation data to verify whether a quantity is best
described as a reactive action.
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Figure 3.7: Combined output of the models ﬁtted to each phase: Gaussian, poly-
nomial and exponential. The model output (thick dark blue line) is
overlaid on sample trials of approaching diﬀerent objects performed
by diﬀerent subjects.
The optimal coeﬃcients are shown in Table 3.6 for each selected most reliable and
approximate model combination. Table 3.10 shows the optimal coeﬃcients for the
models of the three orientation quantities. The complete ﬁt, resulting from the most
reliable models of the ﬁrst three phases, is shown in Figure 3.7.
3.4.2 Approach Distance Model Validation
First Phase
The modelling of the ﬁrst phase evaluated whether the approach velocity patterns are
more similar to a Gaussian, as described in [146], or to a polynomial. In addition,
it was studied which complexity for each model type is required to represent most
reliably the used data. In this respect, many variants of Gaussian and polynomial
models were discarded. The full details of the evaluation are shown in Table 3.2. The
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polynomial models were discarded as they did not fulﬁl the criteria set in Section 3.4.1.
Those models were mostly unstable and were performing inconsistently or poorly across
diﬀerent test sets. This conﬁrmed that the most reliable representation of the ﬁrst
phase follows a Gaussian. The best trade-oﬀ between complexity and reliability was a
3rd order Gaussian model.
The selected variant of the 3rd order Gaussian model is shown below, while the optimal
coeﬃcients are shown in Table 3.6.



















As alternative simpliﬁed model, the second order polynomial is the best selection. It
compensates its reduced consistency with a better R-squared performance and less
parameters. The optimal coeﬃcients of the approximated model are reported in Table
3.6.
Table 3.2: Summary of model ﬁtting results of First Phase data. Model type-
order combinations with R-Squared less than 0.7 were omitted. The
selected combination for the phase is highlighted in bold.






Gaussian 2 6 0.78 7.07 1.50 0.59
3 9 0.79 7.22 1.46 0.38
4 12 0.81 7.14 1.59 0.25
Polynomial 2 3 0.84 6.90 1.89 0.92
3 4 0.93 8.75 2.50 4.67
4 5 0.97 7.27 2.00 4.96
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Second Phase
The model ﬁtting of the second phase studied whether the human patterns are more
similar to a Gaussian or a polynomial model and which complexity can appropriately
describe the data. The models that meet the minimum performance criteria are listed in
Table 3.3 All models showed a good RMSE value that was decreasing for some complex
variants of the models. The Gaussian models were discarded due to instability and in-
consistency across diﬀerent test sets, poor performance or too high complexity compared
to the polynomial model with similar performance. Within the polynomial models, the
2nd order polynomial was the most reliable and simple version of polynomial models,
and it also showed a good R-squared performance on the training sets. Therefore this
part of the motion can be represented and approximated with a polynomial:
f(t) = a1 t
2 + a2 t + a3 (3.8)
The optimal coeﬃcients of the model are reported in Table 3.6.
Table 3.3: Summary of model ﬁtting results of Second Phase data. Model type-
order combinations with R-Squared less than 0.7 were omitted. The
selected combination for the phase is highlighted in bold.






Gaussian 2 6 0.77 7.31 3.04 0.31
3 9 0.84 7.28 3.18 0.33
4 12 0.91 7.67 3.54 1.32
Polynomial 2 3 0.95 7.25 3.12 0.06
3 4 0.98 7.55 2.92 1.23
4 5 0.99 7.35 3.02 1.09
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Third Phase
The nature of the motion in this phase requires a rapid convergence to near zero speed,
since the hand is quickly approaching the object to ﬁnalise the grasp mostly using
the ﬁngers. For this reason, exponential models were also ﬁtted. The form of the
convergence can be used as an assessment of how likely subjects are targeting the object
with a quick reactive motion stopping the hand when contact with object is achieved.
The results of the ﬁtting in Table 3.4 show that all the models admitted to the selection
performed well in terms of RMSE on the test set. Further on, the Gaussian and the
polynomial models were discarded since they obtained too low stability score and an
inconsistent RMSE performance. Therefore the pattern of the third phase is represented
by an exponential model of the second order, since the ﬁrst order variant obtained an
R-squared score on the edge of the minimal criteria for admission. It can be concluded
that subjects do approach the object with a quick and direct reactive motion rather
than with a planned motion as for the other phases.
The ﬁnal Exponential model is shown below, while the optimal coeﬃcients are shown
in Table 3.6.
f(t) = a1 e
b1 t + a2 e
b2 t (3.9)
The structure of the motion is comparable with the step response of a second order
over-damped spring-mass-damper system, as the exponents of both terms are negative
and less than 1 as per deﬁnition. However, the steady state gain is not equal for both
terms but it diﬀers by a factor of 10 for each exponential. This suggests that the settling
dynamics is similar to a second order system but the steady state diﬀers. However, in
this case, once the data reaches the steady state, the execution of the fourth phase
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begins.
The third phase can also be approximated with a simpliﬁed model. A second order poly-
nomial compensates for its inconsistent performance across test sets with an improved
RMSE mean score and a loss of a parameter. It is important to stress that a second
order polynomial is a preferred option for an approximate model at this point, as the
other phases can also be approximated with a second order polynomial. Therefore, by
combining the three polynomials of the same order together it is also easier to switch
between the models during the evolution of the motion on the robot. The optimal
coeﬃcients of the approximated model are reported in Table 3.6.
Table 3.4: Summary of model ﬁtting results of Third Phase data. Model type-
order combinations with R-Squared less than 0.7 were omitted. The
selected combination for the phase is highlighted in bold.






Gaussian 3 9 0.69 4.49 1.28 0.46
4 12 0.71 4.46 1.14 0.55
Polynomial 1 2 0.69 4.41 1.19 0.28
2 3 0.85 4.29 1.23 0.65
3 4 0.93 4.70 1.04 4.41
4 5 0.97 5.01 1.21 6.56
Exponential 1 2 0.69 7.40 1.03 0.04
2 4 0.81 7.41 1.03 0.13
Fourth Phase
It has been already discussed in Section 3.3.2 that this phase is not common across
diﬀerent subjects, however it is discussed here for completeness. The phase has been
analysed to describe the structure of this part of the motion. In many instances, the
data shows oscillatory components, hence Fourier series and Sums of Sines were ﬁtted to
the data to capture this feature. Such models are not appropriate for the other phases
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as they do not exhibit an oscillatory behaviour. As shown in Table 3.5, all the Gaussian
models, the 1st and 2nd order polynomial and the Sums of Sines, have an R-squared
performance too low to be considered. This suggests that the hand undertakes complex
oscillatory components rather than a period of relative immobility. Of the remaining
models, a 1st order Fourier series is selected as the most reliable representation of the
motion. The other models have a bad RMSE performance or are too complex, such as
Fourier series. The model has the following structure and its parameters are listed in
Table 3.6:
f(t) = a1 + a2 cos(c2 t) + b2 sin(c2 t) (3.10)
The polynomial models show low stability as their performance is inconsistent across
diﬀerent test sets. To provide further information, a third order polynomial can capture
the prominent characteristics of this phase as an approximate representation. This
model compensates for its inconsistency with an improved RMSE performance and its
optimal coeﬃcients are reported in Table 3.6. It is also possible that the observed
oscillations are the result of a closed loop control performed to complete the grasping,
which could explain also the inter subject variability. However this type of analysis is
beyond the scope of this chapter and can be performed in future works.
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Table 3.5: Summary of model ﬁtting results of Fourth Phase data. Model type-
order combinations with R-Squared less than 0.7 were omitted. The
selected combination for the phase is highlighted in bold.






Fourier 1 4 0.75 3.71 6.26 0.88
2 6 0.90 3.91 6.07 1.04
3 8 0.95 3.71 5.97 0.80
4 10 0.98 3.92 5.84 1.97
Polynomial 3 2 0.78 3.38 6.65 1.24
4 4 0.85 3.40 6.45 9.00
Table 3.6: Optimal coeﬃcients of the most reliable and approximated models se-
lected for each phase
Coeﬃcients Phases
First Second Third Fourth
Most Reliable Models
a1 1.62 10
−3 0.41 10−4 −1.73 10−4 1.13 10−3
b1 26.18 N/A -0.7063 N/A
c1 4.95 N/A N/A N/A
a2 5.77 10
−3 −18.08 10−4 −30.89 10−4 −9.22 10−4
b2 26.97 N/A -0.4122 2.09 10
−4
c2 8.396 N/A N/A 1.51
a3 5.246 10
−3 −30.16 10−4 N/A N/A
b3 29.65 N/A N/A N/A
c3 12.05 N/A N/A N/A
Approximated Models
a1 −0.12 10−4 0.41 10−4 −5.18 10−6 2.98 10−7
a2 5.93 10
−4 −18.08 10−4 5.59 10−4 −1.18 10−5
a3 −3.92 10−4 −30.16 10−4 16.98 10−4 1.31 10−4
a4 N/A N/A N/A −4.40 10−4
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3.4.3 Approach Orientation Models Validation
Azimuth of Approach
As shown in Table 3.7, the solutions to the diﬀerential equations of ﬁrst and second
order systems do not produce good ﬁts of the Azimuth angle of approach with a R-
squared score suﬃcient to be considered as a model for this quantity. Therefore, it can
be concluded, that the motion of the Azimuth of approach is planned and intentional
action. However, all the candidate models for the Azimuth describe an oscillatory
motion. Fourier series is the only class of models whose consistency and RMSE values
are within the set thresholds over diﬀerent test sets. The simplest best model is a
Fourier series with 4 elements. The model structure is shown below and the parameters
as listed in Table 3.10:
f(t) = a1 cos(t f) + b1 sin(t f) + a2 cos(3 t f) + b2 sin(2 t f) + b3 sin(4 t f) (3.11)
Table 3.7: Summary of model ﬁtting results of Azimuth Angle of Approach data.
Model type-order combinations with R-Squared less than 0.7 were omit-
ted. The selected combination for the phase is highlighted in bold.






Fourier 4 10 0.81 1.75 5.60 1.31
5 12 0.89 1.76 5.54 1.43
6 14 0.94 1.76 5.78 2.35
Sum of Sine 4 12 0.73 2.73 2.69 4.83
5 15 0.77 2.61 2.87 6.94
6 18 0.77 2.54 2.99 5.73
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Hand Rotation
The results of ﬁtting for the hand rotation data show that the best model class for the
planned action hypothesis are Fourier series of even order. The Polynomials score a
high error, while Sums of Sine have higher model complexity than the Fourier series
as shown in Table 3.8. The ﬁts to the step response of an underdamped Second Order
System with and without zero also scores well in terms of stability of the performance
and overall error. Therefore, it is possible to compare the two hypotheses for the hand
rotation. Both Second Order Systems outperformed the Fourier series models in terms
of consistency over diﬀerent test sets. The only Fourier series with a comparable RMSE
score has 14 parameters, which is overcomplicated with respect to the two Systems.
Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the hand rotation is a reactive action. An
underdamped Second Order System without a zero best describes the motion pattern,
since it has the same RMSE and consistency values of the other System but a parameter
less.
The model has the following structure:
f(t) = a1 (1 − a2 e−b2 t sin(f t + c2))) (3.12)
Where a1 is the static gain, while a2, b2, c2 and f are deﬁned as follows:




b2 = −ζωn (3.14)
c2 = 1− ζ2 (3.15)
f = arccos(ζ) (3.16)
The parameters of the system are the natural frequency (ωn) and the damping ratio (ζ).
Table 3.10 reports the parameters of the system as an aggregate to follow the structure
expressed in Equation 3.12.
Table 3.8: Summary of model ﬁtting results of Hand Rotation data. Model type-
order combinations with R-Squared less than 0.7 were omitted. The
selected combination for the phase is highlighted in bold.






Polynomial 5 6 0.74 6.9 106 1.16 3.6 109
6 7 0.81 3.6 108 9.65 6.9 107
Fourier 3 8 0.80 1.25 0.78 7.06
4 10 0.88 1.17 0.84 3.69
5 12 0.93 1.10 0.89 11.82
6 14 0.97 0.99 1.09 2.87
Sum of Sine 3 9 0.73 1.75 0.55 8.38
4 12 0.79 1.54 0.60 3.85
5 15 0.72 1.51 0.60 2.86
6 18 0.81 1.39 0.66 2.42
2nd Order 2 2 0.81 0.95 1.40 0.01
2nd Order
w/t Zero
2 3 0.79 0.95 1.40 0.02
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Zenith of Approach
The results of the ﬁt of the Zenith angle of approach disproved the hypothesis that
this quantity is controlled as a reactive motion, as it is shown in Table 3.9. Indeed, no
solution to the diﬀerential equation of ﬁrst or second order models produced a ﬁt with
an R-squared above the set threshold. It can be concluded that this motion is a planned
and intentional action. Across the admitted model classes, Gaussian models describe
it best, since such models have a performance similar to Fourier Series and a higher
stability across diﬀerent test sets. Since all the Gaussian models perform consistently
across the test set, and their stability score near zero, the simplest valid version of the
class was selected. This corresponds to a 3rd order Gaussian model with parameters
shown in Table 3.10, its structure is shown below:
f(t) = a1 e
−( (t−b1) / c1)2 + a2 e−( (t−b2) / c2)
2
+ a3 e
−( (t−b3) / c3)2 (3.17)
Table 3.9: Summary of model ﬁtting results of Zenith Angle of Approach data.
Model type-order combinations with R-Squared less than 0.7 were omit-
ted. The selected combination for the phase is highlighted in bold.






Gaussian 3 9 0.71 1.35 9.30 1.15 10−8
4 12 0.74 1.36 9.29 1.50 10−13
5 15 0.77 1.35 9.30 7.06 10−11
6 18 0.76 1.36 9.29 2.52 10−13
Fourier 3 8 0.78 1.37 8.78 1.67
4 10 0.88 1.38 8.68 1.87
5 12 0.94 1.34 8.99 0.71
6 14 0.96 1.34 9.12 0.60
Sum of Sine 4 12 0.73 1.72 7.44 7.58
5 15 0.77 1.64 7.69 5.19
6 18 0.77 1.65 7.75 7.44
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Table 3.10: Optimal coeﬃcients of the models selected for orientation quantities.
The coeﬃcient of the Second Order System are the result of the mul-
tiplications of the ωn and ζ parameters of the two poles.
Coeﬃcients Quantity
Azimuth Rotation Zenith
a1 7.60 10−4 -3.34 10−05 0.03
b1 2.14 10−4 N/A -0.83
c1 N/A N/A 0.22
a2 -3.41 10−4 3.38 0.02
b2 2.84 10−4 1.61 -0.55
c2 N/A 0.79 0.26
a3 N/A N/A 0.01
b3 2.33 10−4 N/A -0.48
c3 N/A N/A 0.29
f 1.40 1.89 N/A
3.5 Discussion
It is commonly agreed that the approaching to grasp motion follows a pre-deﬁned timed
plan, in terms of hand transportation motion and grip formation, which can be per-
turbed within limits [147,148].
It is worth observing that the ﬁrst phase of the analysed data has a bell-shaped form.
This result is in line with many ﬁndings such as [146] and [149]. Speciﬁcally, authors
in [146] also ﬁtted a Gaussian model to their data as it is done in this study. However the
complexity of the model was higher due to the fact that the whole approaching motion
was involved. The study in [146] suggests that reaching is an open-loop motion. Our
ﬁndings, however, demonstrate that this open-loop proﬁle terminates before the end of
the motion. Marteniuk et al. [150] also observed a similar diﬀerence when subjects were
asked to reach to a point or approach to grasp for lifting the object. The authors found
that the deceleration of the hand is longer for more complex tasks. Our ﬁndings also
conﬁrm the diﬀerence between reaching to a point and approaching to grasp.
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Indeed, the open-loop reaching part of the motion has a deﬁned duration, after which
the strategy of the approach motion is deﬁned. In this regards, the second phase is the
moment when the ﬁnal approach and grasping patterns are ﬁnalised. In agreement with
Marteniuk et al. [150], this phase features a sharp deceleration with a common shape
across subjects, possibly because the subjects performed the same task. It was found
that the actual length of the phase is diﬀerent for each subject and object grasped. This
might be caused by contingent factors during the experiment. The results also show
that most of the ﬁnger preshaping motion is performed in this phase. This ﬁnding is
in line with observations in [151], and it complements the author's previous work [8]
that describes how ﬁngers are displacing for grasping. It is possible to observe that
the precise approaching to grasp strategy is determined by the end of this phase and
performed in the next.
Jeannerod [151], in a similar study involving approach to grasp for transporting, also
observed that subjects undergo a low-velocity phase consistently at the same moment
near the end of the motion. The study suggests that this phase is necessary for pre-
hension and is not a corrective action. The results presented in this Chapter add to
this statement. The presented data demonstrates that the last phase of approaching
to grasp is ﬁnalising the grasping strategy determined while approaching. The ﬁndings
also demonstrate that the third phase is the only reactive part of the motion where the
variability of ﬁnger joint speed is minimal. This suggests that the termination of the
approach to grasp motion is a scripted mechanism.
Concerning the orientation, it is possible to observe that both approach angles, Azimuth
and Zenith from the object's axis of rotation, are part of a planned approach strategy.
Models describing a reactive action performed poorly and could not be considered for
comparative evaluation. Speciﬁcally, azimuth of approach has clear oscillatory compo-
nents and, as such, requires a complex model. The hand rotation, instead, is clearly
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better described as a reactive action with dynamics similar to an underdamped mass-
spring-damper system. Human muscles are also modelled as underdamped systems in
the state of the art [152], which supports this ﬁnding. Since the hand rotation does
not describe an object-hand relationship as the other angles of approach, it is logical to
conclude that the data mostly captures the activity of the arm muscles.
The presented ﬁndings support the hypothesis that the approach to grasp motion follows
mostly a planned strategy, although the last phase of the motion and the hand rotation
are scripted and reactive components. Additionally, the data supports the statement
that the approaching plan is deﬁned at a precise moment during the course of the action,
rather than from the beginning of it. The results support the hypothesis that the ﬁnger
motion is synchronised with the hand motion, as most of the preshaping is performed
in one speciﬁc phase.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, two components of a grasp aﬀordance were deﬁned: an initial approach-
ing to grasp phase, and a second phase where the desired grasp pattern is implemented.
The approach to grasp for hammering was studied, collecting data from 9 subjects who
used very diﬀerent objects, in diﬀerent orientations, to perform hammering action. The
collected data was analysed and precise and approximate mathematical models were
selected to describe the motion.
The main contributions of this chapter are summarised below:
1. Subjects share a common approaching to grasp pattern that can be divided in
approach distance and three orientation quantities: Hand Rotation and Azimuth
and Zenith Angle of Approach to the object.
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2. The approach distance has a clear structure with four phases. The Rotation and
Zenith patterns of approach are object and trial independent, but subject depen-
dent. The structure of the Azimuth patterns of approach is, however, subject
independent as well.
3. The ﬁrst two phases of the pattern of approach to grasp can be reliably modelled
as a planned and intentional motion. The third phase follows the dynamics of a
spring-mass-damper system and a reactive motion pattern.
4. As alternative hypothesis, the entire approaching motion can be approximated
to a fully planned motion modelled as a second order polynomial, to simplify a
technical implementation.
5. The fourth phase of the action, where the hand is adjusted to implement the
grasping, presents oscillatory components and a pattern that is not common across
diﬀerent subjects.
6. The Azimuth and Zenith angles of approach can be modelled as a planned motion,
while the hand rotation is best represented as a reactive motion following the
dynamics of a second order underdamped system.
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Chapter 4
The Role and Kinematics of the
Thumb in Human and Robotic
Grasping
4.1 Introduction
A grasp aﬀordance action is composed of an approaching phase that appropriately
positions the palm near the object, and a grasping phase where ﬁngers envelop and
restrain the object in the hand. Those two phases complement each other, as poor
positioning of the palm can be compensated by smart restraining of an object, while a
simplistic grasping algorithm can perform well if the palm is aligned appropriately. An
ideal robotic hand, as dexterous as a human one, would allow less strict requirements
on the alignment of the palm. Indeed, its ﬁngers would be able to passively restrain the
object in hand as easily as humans do. Since robotic ﬁngers are neither as compliant
nor as dexterous as the human ones, it is harder to safely restrain an object in the
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hand if the palm is not aligned correctly. Therefore, it is required to quantify the
kinematic mismatch between human and robotic hands in order to deﬁne how much
precision is required in the approaching phase. This is done to align the palm so that
the grasping phase can succeed. Additionally, a quantiﬁcation would highlight which
grasp aﬀordances are too diﬃcult to implement due to the current kinematic limitations
of robotic hands.
This chapter examines the motion of human ﬁngers in grasping to understand whether
the motion of the thumb inﬂuences the shaping of the grip independently from the
speciﬁc object being grasped. Additionally, the reachability space of state-of-the-art
thumbs of robotic hands is analysed and related to the human reachability space to
understand whether the current design limits the available ﬁnger posture and the set of
grasp aﬀordances that can be easily replicated in robotics. Suggestions for improving
the thumbs of robotic hands are provided.
The motion of ﬁve ﬁngers of the human hand is analysed in this chapter. However, the
study of the role of the thumb in grasping is in the focus of this study.
This choice of studying the role of the thumb in grasping is motivated by evolutionary
and anatomical reasons. It is well known in the community of evolutionary biology
[15,153] that the opposition of the thumb towards the other ﬁngers is the most important
advancement that granted manipulation skills to prehistoric humans and primates. The
ability of thumb opposition is an infrequent skill in nature, mostly developed in humans
and some primates in diﬀerent ways [18,19]. The above-mentioned studies highlight the
importance of the opposition feature of the thumb but do not quantify the characteristics
of its motion.
Anatomical studies of the hand and the thumb were conducted to understand the joint
structure and the mechanisms of actuation of the ﬁngers [154]. For instance, the oppo-
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sition mechanism of the thumb is assessed through anatomical analysis of hand skeletal
bones [35], or analysis of the variability of the trapeziometacarpal motion [36]. It is well
acknowledged that the loss of the thumb corresponds to the loss of 40% of the hand
function [16]. However, a common agreement on the mechanics of the human thumb
opposition was not reached yet [37].
In robotics, several attempts to model the kinematics of the human hand and the
thumb were done in the past, settling the number of joints of the hand from 15 [73] to
25 [74]. However, there is no general agreement on the best solution to create a model
that renders the dynamics of human grasping and manipulation. Consequently, very
diﬀerent approaches are used to design robotic hands. In addition, biological or technical
explanation is rarely given for diﬀerent design choices. In other studies, the grasping
capabilities of robotic grippers and human hands are evaluated and compared in order
to understand better the main principles of grasping. For instance, [115] is addressing
solutions to the correspondence problem for the entire hand. Such contributions are
very important, but they don't take into account the prominent role of the thumb.
Based on the existing literature, this chapter addresses the following questions:
1. Is the displacement of the opposing thumb in humans a determining factor for
shaping the grip independently of the grasped object?
2. How far does the reachability space of state-of-the-art robotic thumb kinematics
span evenly on the human thumb reachability space?
3. How is it possible to improve the design of state-of-the-art robotic thumbs to
enhance the hand dexterity?
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents the methodology of the analysis
and proposes a classiﬁcation of grasping postures. In Section 4.3, the ﬁrst question on
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the role of the thumb in grasping is investigated by analysing the ﬁngertip motions.
Then, in Section 4.4 the reachability space of the human thumb is compared with the
reachability spaces of two robotic thumbs, and the representation of each grasp category
is evaluated. Section 4.5 discusses the results of the comparison and provides some
suggestions for improving the thumb kinematic design. Finally, Section 4.6 concludes
the chapter and summarises the results.
4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Methodology of the Analysis
To explore the role of the thumb in grasping, it is required to analyse the position of
all ﬁngertips for diﬀerent postures across subjects. The dataset used for the analysis is
described in the following subsection. The position of the ﬁngertips is expressed in the
coordinate system of the deﬁned reference frame. The centre of the reference frame is
placed on the dorsum of each subject's hand, so that any motions of the wrist and the
arm are eliminated. Figure 4.1 shows the orientation of the axes of the reference frame.
The position of the ﬁngertips is analysed and compared in three-dimensional space.
Therefore, the rotation and translation components of each data point are combined
together in relation to the reference frame. For the purposes of analysis it was decided
to use the displacements of the ﬁngertips only, without the additional information that
a kinematic model of the hand can give. The use of a kinematic model imposes an
arbitrary structure to the data that biases analysis reducing its generality. Such decision
is also motivated by the fact that there is no agreement on the ideal kinematic model
of the hand as mentioned in Section 4.1.
The statistical analysis performed for these studies is based on the evaluation of the
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Figure 4.1: Description of the set up of the sensors [115]. (a) Position of the sensors
on the ﬁngers (red) and of the reference sensor on the dorsum (green).
(b) Example of grasp posture. (c) and (d) Coordinate system used in the
analysis.
standard deviation, covariance and mode of covariance of the displacements for all
digits across subjects. The full demonstration sequence  from approaching the object
to retreating the hand  is taken into account to analyse the complete motion of
the ﬁngertips during a grasping action. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to
evaluate whether there are factors that can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the displacement of
the ﬁngers, namely, the grasped object, the chosen posture, and the individual behaviour
of each subject. The statistical evaluation was performed across 300 trials. Before this
analysis, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was performed to test whether the data follow
a Gaussian distribution. The results shown that the data is normally distributed for
all trials. In the ANOVA tests, the impact of the factor was considered signiﬁcant
in case the null hypothesis was rejected with 95% conﬁdence level that corresponds to
probability distribution (p) less than 0.05. One-way ANOVA tests were performed, with
one inter-cells degree of freedom and 150 within-cell degrees of freedom (F(1,150)).
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4.2.2 Description of the Dataset
To perform this study it is required to analyse as many diﬀerent grasp postures as
possible. In this way, a more general rule that applies to a large variety of grasping
postures can be formulated. For this reason, data available in the GRASP database [38]
was used for the analysis. The purpose of this dataset is to create a comprehensive
taxonomy of grasp postures. This chapter, instead, deﬁnes the role of the thumb in
shaping human hand grasps and compares the freedom of movement of the thumb with
the reachability space of the robotic thumbs.
The GRASP database captures 31 diﬀerent grasp postures, and, therefore, the ﬁngers
span the majority of the possible positions used in grasping. As described in [115], ﬁve
diﬀerent subjects, all right handed, were asked to perform the grasp postures according
to the classiﬁcation outlined in [155]. The subjects, three males and two females, have an
average hand length of 185.2 mm and hand width of 81.1 mm with standard deviation of
13.3 mm and 7.4 mm respectively. The objects used to perform each posture are listed
in Table A.1 in the Appendix A. The subjects positioned the hand ﬂat open with the
dorsum up in front of the table. They were requested to replicate a grasp conﬁguration
as shown in a picture or, in case of diﬃculties, to repeat it from a demonstration. During
the grasping experiment, the hand approached the object, lifted it and retreated back
to the initial position after the object was placed down.
Each demonstration was recorded using Polhemus Liberty system with six magnetic
sensors. The spatial and angular resolution of each sensor was 0.8 mm and 0.15 degrees
respectively. A sensor was applied on each ﬁngernail and, in addition, one sensor was
placed on the dorsum of the hand, acting as reference point for the captured data as
shown in Figure 4.1. The movements of the hand were recorded at 240 Hz. Each subject
grasped 14 objects twice, each trial had 600 uniformly sampled data points.
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4.2.3 Thumb-oriented Classification
The GRASP database uses a list of 31 diﬀerent classes that are partially derived from
Cutlosky's posture classiﬁcation [22]. In this chapter, it was decided to simplify the list
of possible postures to four, based on the employment of the thumb. This approach
is required to highlight the role of the thumb in grasping for this analysis, and it was
adopted from the classiﬁcations outlined by Pouydebat et al. [18] and by Napier [39].
Originally, Napier divided humanoid grasping in two categories - power and precision
grasps. Pouydebat et al. extended this classiﬁcation to ﬁve categories based on the
contact surface. This classiﬁcation takes into consideration the placement of the thumb
with respect to the other four ﬁngers. It also takes into account whether the grasp
is performed using the ﬁngertips or the whole surface of the digits. The proposed
classiﬁcation uses thirty grasp postures, and each posture ﬁts to one speciﬁc class out
of four based on the functionality of the thumb.
Figure 4.2: Four posture classes based on the position of the thumb, a) Power Grasp,
b) Precision Grasp, c) Key Grasp, d) Primate Grasp
A comprehensive list of examples of the described classiﬁcation schema, and a com-
parison with the GRASP classiﬁcation, is shown in Table A.1 of Appendix A. The
formulated posture classes are shown in Figure 4.2 and are deﬁned as follows:
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1. Power Grasp: the thumb opposes the other four ﬁngers; the object is touched
with the whole surface of the digits.
2. Precision Grasp: the thumb opposes at least one of the other four ﬁngers; the
object is touched with the ﬁngertips only.
3. Key Grasp: the thumb does not oppose any other ﬁngers but it is still used
for prehension (grasping). There are no additional assumptions in respect to the
other ﬁngers.
4. Non-human Primate Grasp: the thumb is not used for grasping - its ﬁngertip
and most of the surface of this ﬁnger is not in contact with the object; the object
is grasped using any of the other four ﬁngers in any conﬁguration. This posture
class, along with the Power Grasp, is very popular among non-human primates
but it is less frequently used by humans.
4.3 Analysis of Thumb Motion
4.3.1 Analysis of Variability of the Movements of Fingers
As a ﬁrst step, the variability of each ﬁnger across postures and grasped objects was
analysed in order to explore the role of the thumb in prehensile grasping. The standard
deviation was calculated as follows. Initially, the 3D position of a ﬁnger was evaluated:
Pf3×1 = Rf3×3Tf3×1 (4.1)
Where Pf is the 3D position of one data point of ﬁnger. f , Tf and Rf are the translation
and rotation components of ﬁnger f expressed in the reference frame of the dorsum. The
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calculation was performed on all data points for all trials of the dataset. Afterwards
the norm of each 3D position was calculated:
Nf = ‖Pf3×1‖ (4.2)
Where Nf is the Euclidean norm corresponding to 3D position Pf . The calculation was
performed on each 3D position of the ﬁngers for all the trials of the dataset. Finally, the
trials were divided by grasping class, as indicated in Table A.1, and the standard devia-
tion was calculated on the trials of a grasping class for each ﬁnger individually. Figure
4.3 shows the standard deviation of the norms of the three-dimensional displacement
of the ﬁngers across the whole dataset. The use of the norm allows taking into account
both the magnitude and orientation of the positions of the ﬁngertip with respect to
the origin. Every coloured bar represents the variability of movements for each ﬁnger
in a given grasp class. It is considered that the thumb is the most mobile digit of the
hand [154]. However, Figure 4.3 demonstrates that the magnitude of the variability of
the motion of the thumb is the lowest across the four postures. The other ﬁngers have
more overall variability of motion: the index ﬁnger - 95% of variability more than the
thumb, the middle - 78%, the ring - 64%, and the little - 50%.
To evaluate the displacement of the thumb in relation to the other digits further, as
well as to observe the inﬂuence of a posture class, the covariance value of ﬁngertip-to-
ﬁngertip positions was calculated for each trial of the dataset. The covariance for a
single trial was calculated as follows:
Cfi,fj = E[(Nfi − µNfi ) (Nfj − µNfj )] (4.3)
Where Nfi and Nfj are the norms of the ﬁngertip displacements of digit fi and ﬁnger
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Figure 4.3: Standard deviation of ﬁnger movements across the entire GRASP dataset
[115]. The contribution given by each grasp posture class to its overall
standard deviation is highlighted in diﬀerent colour for each ﬁnger.
fj respectively for a single trial. µNfi and µNfj are the means of ﬁnger fi and ﬁnger
fj respectively for the trial. Cfi,fj is the covariance between digit fi and digit fj .
The covariance values were calculated among all the ﬁve ﬁngers. For each ﬁnger, the
covariance values of the trials were grouped by grasping class, as indicated in Table A.1





Where Sg is the summed covariance for grasping class g. Ckfi,fj is the covariance between
ﬁnger fi and ﬁnger fj for trial k. n is the number of trials belonging to grasping class g.
The results are shown as a histogram in Figure 4.4. Each sub-ﬁgure shows the results for
the corresponding posture class, and each bar of diﬀerent colour represents a diﬀerent
ﬁnger. A lognormal distribution was ﬁtted to the data to simplify the visual comparison
of the covariance values across ﬁngers and posture classes. A lognormal distribution was
chosen since it produced the best ﬁt and the data is normally distributed. As a result,
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Figure 4.4: Summed covariance between one ﬁngertip and the ﬁngertips of the other
digits is displayed on the histograms along with the ﬁtted distribution curve
across all subjects and grasped objects. Figure a), b), c) and d) represents
the results for Power, Precision, Key and Primate Grasp classes respectively.
Each colour represents a diﬀerent digit. The closer the bars and the curves
are to zero, the less covariated is a speciﬁc ﬁnger while performing a speciﬁc
grasp type. The higher a bar is, the more frequent is that speciﬁc motion
coupling between a ﬁnger and the other digits. Each curve is a lognormal
distribution ﬁtted on the data of the GRASP dataset [115].
Figure 4.4 highlights the strong magnitude of covariance between the thumb and the
other digits. In other words, the motion of the thumb is leading the displacement of the
other ﬁngers. In addition, this trend can be observed in all of the four posture classes.
The thumb is the digit that shows less variability of motion across the four posture
classes. Therefore, it can be concluded that the contribution to high covariance values
of the thumb motion comes primarily from the other four ﬁngers. This suggests that
the motion of the other four digits follows the motion of the thumb.
To further validate the leading role of the thumb for each grasping posture, the most
frequent covariance values (modes) per ﬁnger and grasping posture, obtained from the
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histogram (Figure 4.4), are compared. The mode is the value occurring most frequently
in the distribution. The mode of covariance distribution for each ﬁnger was calculated
and shown in Figure 4.5. The diagram conﬁrms that the motion of the thumb is more
interdependent compared to the motion of the other ﬁngers.
Figure 4.5: Most frequent covariance (mode) per ﬁnger and posture class. The mode
is calculated on the summation of the covariance for each posture class.
In summary, the analysis in this section shows that the movement of the thumb during
grasping is less when compared to the displacement of the other ﬁngers (Figure 4.3),
but at the same time the displacement of the other ﬁngers strongly depends on the
displacement of the thumb (Figure 4.4). In addition, the motion of the thumb is the
most interdependent with the other ﬁngers (Figure 4.5). These ﬁndings demonstrate
that the displacement of the thumb is a determining factor for the motion of the other
ﬁngers in grasping.
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4.3.2 Statistical Evaluation
To verify the results on the prominent role of the thumb statistically, ANOVA tests
were performed. The statistical analysis was performed to verify whether additional
conditions inﬂuence the variance of motion of each ﬁnger. In this case, the additional
conditions are - the object being grasped, the subject performing the grasp, and one of
the four assigned postures. The purpose of this analysis is to add further evidence to
the ﬁndings in Section 4.3.1 that state that the thumb motion has a prominent role in
shaping the hand grip. Results of the ANOVA test are shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Summary of ANOVA test results on the GRASP database [115]. F is the
value of the Fisher's index, while p is the P-value. Entries in bold are
statistically signiﬁcant.
Finger Posture Subject Object
F p F p F p
Thumb 5.94 <0.02 0.28 0.6 0.61 0.44
Index 3.58 <0.01 3.05 <0.01 7.91 <0.0001
Middle 1.62 0.2 0.29 0.59 5.46 <0.001
Ring 3.48 <0.01 3.05 0.92 0.75 0.39
Little 4.35 <0.01 0.65 0.42 0.07 0.79
The strongest dependency on the variability of the thumb position is the posture
executed by a subject to grasp an object (F1,150 = 5.94, p < 0.02). The object
(F1,150 = 0.61, p = 0.44) and the subject (F1,150 = 0.28, p = 0.6) are statistically
not inﬂuencing the thumb position. The displacement of other ﬁngers, such as the
index ﬁnger (F1,150 = 3.58, p < 0.01), the ring ﬁnger (F1,150 = 3.48, p < 0.01) and
the little ﬁnger (F1,150 = 4.35, p < 0.01), are also playing a signiﬁcant role. In ad-
dition, it can be observed that there is a strong dependency on the object for index
(F1,150 = 7.91, p < 0.0001) and middle (F1,150 = 5.46, p < 0.001) ﬁngers. Such de-
pendency on the object might be used to interpret the speciﬁc geometry of the grasped
object.
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Similarly to the thumb, the ring and little ﬁngers depend only on a speciﬁc posture.
However, these two ﬁngers are only employed in 63.3% and 53.3% out of all the grasping
demonstrations respectively. Conversely, the thumb is used in 90% of the grasping
executions. Therefore, the results of the statistical evaluation highlight the broad use of
the thumb that is independent from the grasped object. In other words, similar motion
of the thumb can be used to grasp diﬀerent shapes.
To summarize, the index and the middle ﬁngers can provide information on the object
geometry, while the thumb motion can determine which grasp posture is used. The
posture can be used to grasp a possible set of objects. For instance, the same thumb
motion is suitable to grasp to transport a cylindrical pole and a ﬂat rectangular crowbar.
The index and middle ﬁngers can distinguish whether the subject is grasping the crowbar
or the pole.
4.4 Human-Robot Thumb Reachability Space Comparison
4.4.1 Motivation
The goal of this section, it is to investigate whether state-of-the-art robotic thumbs
are representing the motion of the human thumb evenly for each posture class. It is
required to evaluate the reachability space of robotic thumbs compared to the human
thumb. The iCub [62] and the Shadow [70] robotic hands were used for the analysis.
The main reason behind this choice is that those two hands model the kinematic of
the thumb similarly to other multiﬁngered human-like robotic hands. For instance, the
Robonaut 2 Hand [156], Gifu Hand [83], HIT/DLR Hand 2 [63] and Sandia Hand [89]
are some of the examples. The kinematic chain of the thumb of the above mentioned
hands is inspired by the morphology of the human thumb. The human thumb can
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oppose to the other ﬁngers, as the region of the trapezium, trapezoid and scaphoid can
be folded [154]. It can also be adducted and abducted around the distal and proximal
articulations of the ﬁngers. Adduction, abduction and opposition were the motions
analysed. Additionally, the two selected hands are either commercially available or
publicly accessible as scientiﬁc prototype; in addition, their kinematic design is freely
available for analysis.
This chapter considers robotic hands with a thumb opposition joint placed at the base of
the thumb proximal phalanx, near the articulation of the thumb metacarpal (see Figure
4.6(a)). The same kinematic design of the opposition joint of the thumb is used in the
above-mentioned hands. The iCub hand has a four Degrees of Freedom (DoFs) thumb,
as shown in Figure 4.6(b), and the Shadow hand has a ﬁve DoFs thumb, as shown in
Figure 4.6(c). The analysis of the reachability space of these two robotic thumbs can
give a better understanding of the rendering of the thumb motion in robotics.
It is worth mentioning that other human-inspired multiﬁngered grippers, such as the
Barrett Hand [69] or the metamorphic hand [157] are not considered in this chapter.
This is due to the use of a grasping principle diﬀerent from human morphology. For
instance, the ﬁngers of the Barrett Hand synchronously rotate around the palm surface,
and the metamorphic hand has a reconﬁgurable metamorphic palm that allows complex
conﬁguration of the ﬁngers diﬀerent from human morphology.
4.4.2 Methodology of Analysis
In this part, the methodology used to compare the reachability spaces of human and
robot thumbs is described. The ﬁrst step for the comparison of reachability spaces of the
human and robot thumbs is to calculate all the positions of the tip of the robotic thumb
in 3D space. The forward kinematics of the robotic thumbs were calculated numerically
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(a) Schema depicting the 26 bones of the
human hand. Bones referenced in text
are reported on the ﬁgure.
(b) Diagram of the iCub hand kinematics. (c) Diagram of the Shadow hand kinematics.
Figure 4.6: Diagrams of human hand skeleton and the iCub and Shadow hand
kinematics ( (C) Shadow Robot Company 2014). The kinematics of
the iCub hand thumb has four DoFs and is under-actuated, while
the kinematics of the Shadow hand thumb has ﬁve DoFs and is fully
actuated.
using the conventional equations [158] and the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) parameters
of the two hands. The origin frame of the kinematic chains of the thumbs was set
to the centre of the dorsum of each respective robotic hand, so that the calculated
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thumb positions for both hands are expressed in the dorsum reference frame. The DH
parameters of the Shadow Hand were obtained from the work of Cui et al. [159], and
the joint ranges were taken from the Shadow Hand Technical Speciﬁcations [70]. The
origin frame of the Shadow Hand was translated from the origin reference point of 280
mm on the Z axis (depth). The DH parameters and the joint values of the iCub hand
were obtained from the iCub online manual [160]. The origin frame was translated from
the reference point of -4.3 mm, -3.3 mm and -19.1 mm on the X (length), Y (width) and
Z axes respectively. The reachability space of the iCub hand was calculated using all
available joint values using one degree step. The reachability space of the Shadow hand
was evaluated using intervals of 5 degrees due to the high computational complexity of
the calculation. The total number of data points generated from the calculations are of
comparable size: 670,761 and 504,735 for the iCub and the Shadow hand respectively.
The size of the iCub hand is slightly smaller than an average human hand. Therefore,
it was required to isotropically scale up the data calculated from the iCub forward
kinematics by a 1.23 factor. This coeﬃcient was calculated by dividing the length of
the iCub hand (165 mm) by the mean length of male hand (197.1 mm according to [27])
and inverting the resulting scaling matrix.
The human hand is a biological gripper and its reachability space can be described as a
function of many subject dependent variables, such as elasticity of tendons, cartilaginous
ﬂexibility of the articulations, length of the bones, tendons and muscles and more.
Therefore, the reachability space of the human thumb cannot be formulated as an
equation (closed form) in general. It is possible to calculate the reachability space of the
human thumb using a speciﬁc kinematic model from literature. However, in the analysis
of this chapter, the reachability space was derived from the thumb motion data of the
GRASP database to avoid any bias and inaccuracies imposed by any kinematic model.
Human data from the Primate Grasp posture class was excluded from this analysis, as
the thumb is not used in prehensile movements by deﬁnition of this posture.
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The human and robot data were divided in three groups, one for each plane of the
3D space, in order to simplify the comparison of the reachability spaces. The human
and robot reachability spaces were expressed as point clouds. For each plane in 3D
space, the point clouds were ﬁtted with the minimum convex hull, which represents
the minimum cluster of the point cloud. On comparison, a regular convex hull can be
of any dimension. The approximation to convex hulls is used, as the point cloud for
human and robot reachability spaces is nearly convex. As a result, there were obtained
three convex hulls for each human posture class (Power, Precision and Key Grasp),
and two convex hulls for each robot hand. The two robot hands were compared with
the human data separately, as can be seen in Figure 4.7. The comparison was based
on their geometrical overlap with the reachability spaces of the human thumb and it
was calculated numerically. Additionally, the volumes of 3D reachability spaces of the
human thumb for the Power and Precision Grasp postures and the volumes of the robotic
thumb reachability spaces were compared to the mean palm area. The mean palm area
was calculated as palm length times palm width, using data collected in [27] from more
than thousand male subjects. The mean palm length is 110.5mm and the mean palm
width is 95.3mm. The volume for each 3D reachability space was calculated on the
minimum convex hull enveloping the point clouds in 3D space. The Key Grasp was
excluded from the analysis, as the thumb is not opposing the other ﬁngers by deﬁnition
and it would be inappropriate to compare it to the area of the palm. This comparison




Where Ap is the mean palm area and Vh is the volume of the convex hull of any reach-
ability space used in the comparison (Table 4.3).
If the convex hull of a robot hand overlapped the convex hull of human posture class, the
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area of the overlap was calculated using the Sutherland-Hodgman algorithm [161]. This
algorithm, widely used in computer graphics, calculates the intersection between two
polygons - a clipping polygon and a subject polygon. In this case, the clipping polygon
was the robot hand convex hull and the subject polygon was a human posture class
convex hull. The intersection area was calculated for each posture class and for each
plane across the two robot hands. An intersection area was expressed as a percentage
of coverage, by dividing it by the corresponding class area of a human posture. Finally,
the total percentage of coverage for each posture class was calculated as the average
across the three planes.
4.4.3 Comparison of Human-Robot Reachability Spaces
This part shows the results of the numerical comparison to evaluate whether the reach-
ability space of selected robotic thumbs is evenly spanning across the reachability space
of the human thumb for each posture class. Figure 4.7 shows the reachability spaces
expressed as convex hulls for each human posture class and robot thumb across the
three planes. From this ﬁgure, it can be observed that the reachability spaces of the
robot thumbs are not evenly covering the reachability spaces of the human thumb. As
the Shadow Hand is more articulated than the iCub hand, a larger space of the human
data is covered, but still the space does not evenly correspond to the human reachability
space for all posture classes. Both hands do not perform well when covering the motion
in the side view (XZ plane), as shown in Figure 4.7(c) and Figure 4.7(f).
In addition, it can be observed that the Key Grasp is the most under-represented
category of grasps in robotic thumbs. It is covered only by 35.7% and 2% of the
Shadow and iCub hand reachability space respectively. The best represented class is the
Precision Grasp, covered by 46.65% and 3.15% of the reachability spaces of the Shadows
and iCub hand respectively. The results of the numerical comparisons for each grasping
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(a) Top view (XY plane) - Shadow Hand (b) Front view (YZ plane) - Shadow
Hand
(c) Side view (XZ plane) - Shadow Hand (d) Top view (XY plane) - iCub Hand
(e) Front view (YZ plane) - iCub Hand (f) Side view (XZ plane) - iCub Hand
Figure 4.7: The ﬁgures compare the human thumb reachability space, derived from the
GRASP database captures and organised by posture class, with the Shadow
thumb reachability space (continuous magenta line) and iCub thumb reach-
ability space (continuous red line) calculated from their respective forward
kinematics. The polygons represent the minimum convex hull enveloping
the data samples. The Primate Grasp posture class has been excluded from
the calculation as the thumb is not relevant for grasping by deﬁnition.
class are reported in Table 4.2. These ﬁndings can be explained by the fact that robotic
grasping is traditionally focussed on contact-point based precision grasping. These
ﬁndings can be explained by the fact that robotic grasping is traditionally focussed on
contact-point based precision grasping. Hence, the design principles of robotic hands
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are more adequately representing this category of grasps.
Table 4.2: Summary of the percentage of overlaps between robot thumb reachability
space and human thumb reachability space divided by posture class.
Grasping Class Shadow Hand iCub Hand
Power Grasp 41.02% 2.63%
Precision Grasp 46.65% 3.15%
Key Grasp 35.73% 2%
4.5 Comparison of Human-Robot Postural Spanning Ratios
The Shadow hand is considered to be one of the most dexterous robotic hands available,
but the analysis shows that the representation of the reachability space of the human
thumb is below 50% for all posture classes. Additionally, the volumes of the reachability
spaces of the robotic thumbs and of the human thumb were compared alongside with
the spanning ratio between the volumes and mean area of the male palm. The results in
Table 4.3 show that the surface of the palm, covered by human Power Grasp, is larger
than the surface covered by the Shadow Hand thumb. The spanning ratio with the
mean palm area was larger for the human Power Grasp, than for the Shadow Hand's
thumb. However, the reachability space for the Precision Grasp follows an opposite
pattern. In this case the Shadow Hand thumb spans a larger area than the human
reachability space. Overall, the spanning ratio of the Shadow Hand is much inferior to
the human thumb.
In general, the Precision Grasp is the class of posture best rendered by present state-
of-the-art robotic thumb kinematics, while the Key Grasp is the poorest represented
class. This suggests that some grasp aﬀordances can be easier implemented in robotics
since they leverage on a hand posture that is easier to replicate. In these cases, the
thumb kinematics can replicate a very similar posture to the human thumb. Such
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Table 4.3: Summary of the volumes of the 3D convex hull enveloping the reachability
spaces and the spanning ratio between area of the palm and volumes of the
hulls.
3D Convex Hull Volume (mm3) Spanning Ratio
Power Grasp 956.1 0.0916
Precision Grasp 627.4 0.0596
Human Overall 1157.1 0.1099
Shadow Hand 757.6 0.0719
iCub Hand 11.3 0.0011
feature simpliﬁes the approach strategy when aligning the palm to the object. Instead
other grasp aﬀordances might need an ad-hoc approaching strategy to obtain results
comparable to human grasping, since the aﬀordance requires a hand posture poorly
represented by state-of-the-art robotic thumbs and a more careful alignment of the
palm to the object.
Humans are the only primates that are able to manipulate objects in a very complex
way, and most of everyday objects are tailored to our needs. Therefore, it is likely that
robotic thumbs will be better poised to manipulate objects that are designed for human
hands if they would capture the essential morphological features of human thumb. In
this case, it is important to highlight that the kinematics of future robotic grippers
should consider extending the reachability space of the thumb by opposing the whole
trapezium-trapezoid-scaphoid complex (foldable part of the palm that belongs to the
thumb), as it is in humans, rather than just opposing the base of the thumb metacarpal.
However, it is worth to note that it is possible to perform suitable grasps without using
the thumb, as is the case for many primates. Such approach is limited to the use of one
posture class only (Primate Grasp), hence reducing the dexterity of manipulation.
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4.6 Conclusions
The prominent role of the thumb in prehensile grasping is detailed in this chapter.
Statistical analysis and quantiﬁcation of the motion variability of human ﬁngers is
performed on a dataset of 31 diﬀerent postures used on various objects. Additionally, a
classiﬁcation of the hand posture that is based on the thumb is deﬁned. The prehensile
reachability space of the human thumb is then compared with the reachability space of
two robotic hands, the iCub hand and the Shadow hand, to understand how well state-
of-the-art robotic thumbs render diﬀerent posture classes. The reachability space of
robotic thumbs unevenly spans the human thumb reachability space, as some posture
classes, such as the Precision Grasp class, are better rendered by others. It can be
concluded that state-of-the-art robotic thumbs can limit the selection of implementable
grasp aﬀordances, as some ﬁnger postures might be diﬃcult to replicate on a robotic
hand. The approach strategy must take into account such limitations when positioning
the palm near the object by, for example, adjusting the hand placement to use an
alternative grasp posture.
The main ﬁndings of the chapter are listed below:
1. The analysis of motion variability demonstrated that the motion of the thumb
is leading the motion of other ﬁngers in grasping; and that the thumb position
depends only on the speciﬁc grasp posture conﬁguration, independently from the
manipulated object.
2. A human grasp posture classiﬁcation based on the position and use of the thumb
is outlined.
3. The comparison between human and robotic thumb reachability spaces show that
Precision Grasp is the best rendered posture by robotic thumbs, as the overlaps
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between the two reachability spaces is maximum. For the same reason, Key Grasp
is the worst represented posture.
4. The comparison of the spanning ratios between the robotic and human reachabil-
ity spaces and the mean area of the human hand demonstrated that the reach-
ability space of state-of-the-art robotic thumbs covers a larger area than human
Precision Grasp, but a smaller area than human Power Grasp. This conﬁrms
that human Precision Grasp is better rendered by the state-of-the-art robotic
thumbs, and such bias can inﬂuence and limit the selection of implementable
grasp aﬀordances.
5. Suggestions on an improved kinematic designed of robotic thumbs are provided.
It is advised to actuate the whole trapezium-trapezoid-scaphoid complex rather






This chapter proposes a modular framework which models the main aspects of a grasp
aﬀordance as individual separable components. It also proposes a trajectory generator,
controlling the motion of a robotic hand, that is based on the results of Chapter 3. The
main target of the approach proposed in this chapter is to reduce the dependency, of
robotic grasping, from modelling the properties of an object. As alternative, more sig-
niﬁcance is given to fulﬁl an assessment criterion which evaluates the eﬀectiveness of a
grasp control strategy. This approach can be applied to an arbitrary action performed
with any graspable object. In this chapter, the validity of this approach is assessed
through a feasibility study in a simulated environment. The position of the end eﬀector
is learned from the algorithm; therefore, it is not strictly required to execute the algo-
rithm on a robot with human-like arm kinematics. However, the reachability space of
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the robotic arm has to be comparable with the one of the human arm. As the proposed
Grasp Aﬀordance Framework enables a robot to perform an action using a graspable
object, it is possible to formally assess the quality of execution of the desired task with a
performance metric. A complex task, such as the assembly of a Lego-style object, does
not ﬁt within this framework, as the sequence of a task cannot be unequivocally assessed
using a single performance metric. Complex tasks should to be divided in smaller and
easier to assess actions. For simplicity of explanation, it is assumed that an object is
already recognised and segmented in individual primitive graspable shapes.
This chapter is a feasibility study of the proposed architecture. It is explained how the
Grasp Aﬀordance Framework can be structured and how it can be implemented. In
addition, the limitations of this approach are identiﬁed. The study focus only on the
reaching part of the framework, a suitable grasping controller is described in Chapter
6.
5.1.1 Motivations
Traditional approaches to manipulation control require a hand/arm motion controller
and a learning algorithm which tunes it. The learning algorithms used can be Gaussian
mixture models [111], Markov decision process [162], or many others [112]. The common
problem of this methodology is that the resulting system is tailored on a narrow and
speciﬁc application [116, 126]. It is diﬃcult to scale over a wider range of objects,
because the grasping action is mostly the target of learning. The approach proposed in
this chapter changes the problem formulation. Performing an action to fulﬁl a minimum
level of quality is the target of learning, and the precise details of grasping are overlooked.
As long as a grasp action meets the set quality criterion, it is unimportant which speciﬁc
object is used or how it is grasped. To obtain such ﬂexibility, the system should be
modular, so that diﬀerent learning algorithms or controllers can be used to better ﬁt
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diﬀerent actions.
The proposed approach uses human demonstrations as a foundation to derive control
models to generate a trajectory for a grasp action execution. The models derived
in Chapter 3 are used for robotic implementation in this chapter. Demonstrations
performed by observing a human teacher require the resolution of the correspondence
problem [113]. The problem was addressed by learning the evolution of a representation
of the end eﬀector over time. Such representation is the centroid of the end eﬀector,
which is independent from speciﬁc hand or arm morphologies. The pattern of evolution
of the centroid corresponds to the action executed, and transcends the speciﬁc kinematic
details of the teacher or the learner. An alternative approach is to use Dynamic Motion
Primitives (DMPs) [163] that mathematically model the actions of a human teacher
and map them to the robot intrinsic space - the robot's own embodiment. DMPs are
designed to learn skills, such as swinging a tennis racket. This approach can be an
alternative solution to produce end eﬀector trajectories from demonstrations. However
DMPs do not take into account the complications of grasping due to the control of the
ﬁngers; those are addressed in this approach.
5.1.2 Summary of Contributions
The contributions of this chapter are the following:
1. The general architecture of a grasp aﬀordance framework is presented and grasp
aﬀordances are re-deﬁned in terms of object-hand relationships for the purpose
of robotic manipulation.
2. A human-inspired trajectory generation algorithm of approaching to grasp is
shown, and two diﬀerent control hypothesis are formulated.
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3. The feasibility of the proposed control algorithm and models are evaluated on a
human-like robot arm, and their performances are discussed and compared with
a state-of-the-art planner in a simulated environment.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2.1 presents the general archi-
tecture of the system and the main concepts. Section 5.2.2 introduces the algorithm of
the trajectory generator of approaching that translates hand-to-object distance proﬁles
in Cartesian space of the end eﬀector. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 describe the experimental
environment and results. Section 5.5 discusses the results, proposes future extensions
of the algorithm and draws the conclusions.
5.2 Description of the System
5.2.1 Overview of the Architecture
Prior to describing the proposed grasp aﬀordance trajectory generator, it is necessary
to provide a general overview of the grasp aﬀordance system. The proposed system is
summarised in Figure 5.1. Its purpose is to deﬁne a suitable hand trajectory and grasp
strategy for gripping an object and use it to perform a simple action. The outcome of
a desired action must be measurable so that the performance of diﬀerent trials can be
evaluated. It is assumed that the same area of the object aﬀords diﬀerent successful
approaching and grasping strategies. Each successful grasp can achieve a diﬀerent per-
formance when executing the desired action. For example, hammering can exert higher
loads if a mallet is held by a handle with the whole hand, rather than just with the
ﬁngertips.
Further on, notations used in this chapter are deﬁned. A robot state can be encoded
as a set of variables representing the internal state of the robot relevant to grasping,
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Figure 5.1: Architecture of the proposed Grasp Aﬀordance System. Purple ele-
ments are components of the system, here implemented in software.
The grey area identiﬁes the elements that directly interact with the
robot. The arm and grasp controller can be as simple as the inverse
kinematics and as complex as an attractor-based controller, or ex-
pressed in closed form, such as a Grasp Jacobian, or be free form as
a mechanical-based synergistic hand.
such as joint positions, and it is speciﬁc to the embodiment of the robot. A grasp
control strategy (or grasp strategy) is the evolution of a robot state over time and it
aims at gripping a part of an object. A grasping area is a section of the object that is
considered graspable with the available end eﬀector. In addition, a grasping area can
be modelled as a 3D geometric primitive, such as a solid of revolution. A single object
can be segmented in multiple grasping areas; an example is given in Figure 5.2
It is computationally easier to produce a grasping control strategy for multiple simple
geometrical shapes compared to a complex geometrical structure of a complete object,
due to well-known properties of basic solids. Another advantage is the possibility to
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Figure 5.2: Possible segmentation of a mug in three primitive shapes representing
Grasping Areas suitable for grasping. Each area is a simple rotational
shape and it has a principal axis along its longest dimension. In the
Figure, a principal axis is a line of the same colour of its grasping
area. The red and green cylinders are grasping areas segmented from
the body and handle of the mug. The blue toroid is the grasping area
of the mug's border.
re-use successful grasping strategies for wide range of objects with grasping areas of
the same shape, in a similar way the humans already do [48]. For instance, a grasping
strategy that can successfully grasp a handle, rendered as thin cylinder, could also grasp
a segment of any other object approximated with same shape.
In this chapter, for the purpose of robotic manipulation, a grasp aﬀordance is modelled
as the association between a grasp strategy and a grasping area. Therefore, a grasp
aﬀordance is characterised in terms of associations between the properties of the area
and those of the hand. This concept is illustrated in Figure 5.3. By imposing conditions
on such relations, it is possible to assess whether a grasp strategy grips on the given
area satisfactorily. Such grasp strategy, and its speciﬁc combination and evolution of
variables that generated it, is deﬁned as a valid grasp aﬀordance. For example, the
centre of the hand and the centroid of the grasping area can be associated by their
relative distance and orientation. It can be imposed that a valid hand trajectory must
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position the hand at a ﬁxed distance and orientation with respect to the grasping area's
principal axis to allow the ﬁngers to envelop the object correctly and guarantee a grasp.
If there is a grasp strategy able to fulﬁl all the conditions, then that is considered a
valid grasp aﬀordance for the area of interest.
Figure 5.3: A Grasp aﬀordance is a set of numerical associations between proper-
ties of the robotic hand/arm (dark blue) and properties of a grasping
area (orange). A Grasp Aﬀordance is relative to a single grasping
area (red), other grasping areas (blue) can be linked to the robot
using similar associations.
The framework allows the robot hand to initiate a grasp action in parallel with the
approaching motion and before it enters in contact with the object, as observed in
humans [151]. A grasp controller suitable for a parallel execution is described in detail
in Chapter 6, but it is not presented in this study since this chapter only assesses the
feasibility of the approaching part.
It is important to underline that the same grasping area can be gripped in many diﬀerent
ways which satisfy the deﬁnition of valid grasp aﬀordance. For instance, the handle of a
mug can be grasped with a pinch grip or a full power grasp and both postures are valid
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grasp aﬀordances. In some cases, a grasp strategy can be successful, but the generated
grip might be too weak to execute any action than pick and place. The subset of
successful, but ineﬀective, grasps is deﬁned as unﬁt grasps. Conversely, solid grasps are
deﬁned as appropriate for the desired purpose. To distinguish a valid grasp aﬀordance
that produced unﬁt or solid grasps, the concept of robust grasp aﬀordance is deﬁned.
A valid grasp aﬀordance is deﬁned as robust if a predetermined action is successfully
executed satisfying a minimum performance threshold. In other terms, a valid grasp
aﬀordance with a solid grasp is deﬁned as a robust grasp aﬀordance. The performance
of an execution has to be is evaluated in closed form, using an equation, and is action
speciﬁc. For example, consider the hammering task implemented in Chapter 3. A valid
grasp aﬀordance is considered robust if it is able to produce a minimum amount of force
when hammering on a point. The force threshold has to be consistently exceeded for a
set number of trials to qualify a valid grasp aﬀordance as robust.
It is fundamental to specify in advance, which task and performance metric should be
used. If the above-mentioned conditions are not deﬁned, it cannot be established what
is a robust grasp aﬀordance, since any valid grasp aﬀordance could be suitable.
5.2.2 A Grasp Trajectory Generator for Approaching to Hammer
An approaching controller, to guide a robotic hand to a valid grasp position, is described
in this section. The proposed algorithm is a trajectory generator based on the identiﬁed
approaching patterns of humans studied in Chapter 3. It was found that there is
a common structure in approaching an object to hammer. Two hypotheses deﬁning
the approaching pattern in closed form were provided: an approximate model and a
maximally reliable one. Those hypotheses model the evolution over time of the approach
speed of the hand to the object. The speed describes a hand-to-object relationship, but
a robot hand requires a trajectory of 3D points to be controlled. Hence it is required
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to convert the evolution of the speed in a sequence of 3D points. In this section an
algorithm that converts the proﬁle of the speed of the distance to 3D points used
in Cartesian control is presented. Each point of the proﬁle is related to the current
hand position and converted to a new 3D point for the next position of the end eﬀector.
Further on, the arm controller can reach for the desired point using any form of Cartesian
controller. The algorithm can be used with a diﬀerent model of approaching which
renders diﬀerently the same hand-object relationship or a completely diﬀerent property.
Since this is a feasibility study, the inverse kinematics of the selected controller is used
to calculate the joint positions from a Cartesian point. Alternatively, an attractor-based
control system [164] is an equally suitable and computationally inexpensive option.
In the proposed implementation of the algorithm, the robotic hand is approaching the
object until the controller reaches a given point within a set distance. If needed, a
diﬀerent termination criterion can be chosen, such as requesting the normal of the palm
to be orthogonal with the principal axis of the object. Upon successful termination
of the trajectory generator algorithm, the robot hand is expected to be positioned
appropriately for ﬁnalising the grasp. This corresponds to the beginning of the Stage
4 observed in human studies of approaching. The controller relies on one of the two
hypotheses to compute the approaching trajectory of the hand. The ﬁrst hypothesis
- maximally reliable hypothesis - is a model that is based mostly on non-polynomial
equations which closely render the original human models. The second hypothesis, the
approximated hypothesis, uses only 2nd order polynomials to guide the hand, and is
the best approximation of the original human motion. The second hypothesis aims to
maximise the simplicity of the model of approaching at the cost of reduced accuracy. The
ﬁrst hypothesis privileges precision over simplicity. Each hypothesis is the combination
of three models deﬁned for each approaching stage in Chapter 3. The second model
is common for the two hypotheses. To switch between a current model and the next
one, the position of the end eﬀector at the last valid point of the model is linearly
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interpolated to the ﬁrst valid point of the subsequent model.
Algorithm 1 describes the conversion of the speed of the distance to a trajectory in
Cartesian coordinates in detail. Its main parts are now explained step by step. Initially,
the algorithm derives the direction cosines manipulating the formula of the conversion
















Where [qx qy qz qw] is the quaternion representing the current robot orientation and
βx, βy, βz are the Euler angles across the X, Y, Z axis of rotation. Since the human
derived models operate on non-dimensional quantities, the norms of the Cartesian coor-
dinates of the end eﬀector of the robot and of the position of the object are normalised
to the unity. At this point, it is possible to calculate the hand-object distance and to
derive the speed of approach as follows:
dt = ‖h‖ − ‖o‖ (5.5)
Where ‖h‖ and ‖o‖ are positions of the end eﬀector and the object normalised to
the unity and expressed in the robot base reference frame. The above calculation
corresponds to Equation 3.2.2 used to derive the hand-object distance from human
data in Chapter 3. Further on, the speed of approach can be obtained from the speciﬁc
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Algorithm 1: Control algorithm of the grasp aﬀordance trajectory generator.
This algorithm converts a hand-object distance relationship, encoded in a model
of approaching learned by human demonstrations, in a 3D end eﬀector position.
Data:
eePos, eeQuaternion: position and orientation in quaternions or the robot's
centre of the gripper, in robot reference frame coordinates






/* Obtain direction cosines */
alphaOver2 ← arcos(eeQuaternion[w ]);
dirCos[X ] ← eeQuaternion[X ]/ sin(alphaOver2);
dirCos[Y ] ← eeQuaternion[Y ]/ sin(alphaOver2);
dirCos[Z ] ← eeQuaternion[Z ]/ sin(alphaOver2);
obPos ← env.getObject(position);
/* Normalise positions to unity */
eePos ← normalise(eePos);
obPos ← normalise(obPos);




/* Calculate next speed from specific approaching
model */
newSpeed ← gaffordance.calculatePolicy();
newDistance ← newSpeed +distance;
/* Split distance into XYZ components and add it to
current position */
eePos[X ]-=newDistance * dirCos[X ];
eePos[Y ]-=newDistance * dirCos[Y ];
eePos[Z ]+=newDistance * dirCos[Z ];
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model of approaching embedded in the trajectory planner. From the speed and the
distance it is possible to obtain the expected next hand-to-object distance:
dt+1 = dt + st (5.6)
Where dt is the current hand-object distance, calculated from the hand and object
positions, st is the speed derived from the models and dt+1 is the new distance which it
is expected to be reached at the next iteration. Since the object is static, it is possible
to derive the next hand position from the distance. The already calculated direction
cosines can be used to convert the norm back to Cartesian coordinates used for the arm
controller, as follows:
hx = dt+1 cos(βx) (5.7)
hy = dt+1 cos(βy) (5.8)
hz = dt+1 cos(βz) (5.9)
Where hx, hy and hz are the three dimensional components of the hand position ex-
pressed in robot base reference frame. Finally, functions of Algorithm 1 (Trajectory
Generator) are now explained. The gaﬀordance.calculatePolicy() is the function that
calculates a speed of approach from a human derived model. Function stopCondition-
Met() determines a suitable hand spatial conditions to terminate the algorithm. In
this case it is set as a minimum distance between the hand and the object centroids.
The convertToMetricDomain() function brings the end eﬀector coordinates back into
a dimensional domain (cm), while reacher.moveEEto(eePos) asks the arm controller to
move the end eﬀector to the next desired location eePos.
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5.3 Experimental Setup
The robotic platform selected for this feasibility study is the Baxter robot, commercially
available from Rethink Robotics. Baxter is a fully compliant robot, designed for inter-
action and close cooperation with humans. Baxter has a human-like arm kinematics,
composed of 9 rotational joints [165]. The maximum length reachable by its arm is
about 1.3 meters and it is equipped with a parallel gripper which opens and closes [165].
The kinematic structure of the robot slightly diﬀers from the human one, since the
wrist and shoulder joints have Cartesian oﬀsets, and the range of some joints does not
reﬂect the original human anatomy [165]. Despite this, the range of motions and the
workspace covered by the robot's arm is similar to the one covered by human arms.
The robot is controlled with Linux-based Robot Operating System (ROS) [166], which
is the state of the art in robotic software control. The models of Chapter 3, derived
from human data, and the algorithm described in this chapter, were implemented in
C++ taking full advantage of existing ROS tools and the GNU Debugger. This speciﬁc
implementation heavily relies on ﬂoating point operations, in IEEE-754 format, to per-
form the calculations. To reduce noise and inaccuracies normally introduced by ﬂoating
point arithmetic, all the sums and subtractions are performed with the Kahan Summa-
tion Algorithm [167]. The results of the simulation were assessed in simulation using
Gazebo - the standard ROS 3D simulator based on Ogre physics engine. As a baseline
for comparison, an optimised version of the original Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees
planning algorithm [168], the RRT-connect [169], was used to generate motion plans for
the end eﬀector. This planner was selected, as it is one of the most popular algorithms
used for robotic motion planning. The algorithm is provided by the Open Motion Plan-
ning Library (OMPL) [170] which is the core component of the MoveIt! [171] robotic
planning framework. The framework was used to generate the motion plans via its
graphical user interface, a plug-in for the graphical robot monitor tool Rviz.
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As mentioned before, any algorithm that is able to convert end eﬀector position in
joint angles can be used as arm controller. In this work, Baxter's built in Inverse
Kinematics was used. However, an alternative algorithm based on ﬁeld attractors, such
as the Passive Motion Paradigms [121], can be employed too to save on computational
costs. In this chapter, the performance of the aﬀordance generator in driving the arm
is assessed. Hence, the desired task is a simple reaching task that does not involve any
manipulation. For this reason the grasping area was simpliﬁed to a cube of 4 cm2 from
the centroid of the object. Since no manipulation is required at this stage, a performance
metric cannot be chosen. Instead, the following spatial conditions were imposed:
5.5 ≥ ‖h‖ − ‖o‖ ≥ 4 (5.10)
Where 4 is the distance between the object centroid and its edge expressed in centimetres.
‖h‖ and ‖o‖ are the norm values of the end eﬀector and object positions in the robot
base reference frame. As it can be observed, this condition is imposed on the approach
distance of a grasp aﬀordance relationship, as this is the most important part to be
assessed. The approach distance is fundamental to be rendered correctly, as a hand
placed too far away from the object cannot grasp it. Also certain conditions, like a
spherical geometry of an object or a target point placed on the surface instead of the
centroid, might relax the requirements on the end eﬀector orientation. Following the
methodology of human experiments, the robot hand position is modelled as the centroid
between the two ﬁngers of the parallel gripper.
The experimental set-up is designed to match human demonstrations described in Chap-
ter 3. This is required to ensure consistency between the human demonstrations and
robotic implementation. The initial position of a robot arm is comparable to the start-
ing position of the human experiments. The robot arm is straight and parallel to the
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Figure 5.4: A simulated Baxter robot is employed to assess the feasibility of the
proposed grasp aﬀordance system. The set-up replicates the main
assumptions imposed when recording human demonstrations for the
underlying control models. Speciﬁcally, the arm posture and the ob-
ject position are similar to the human counterpart.
ground and the parallel gripper open. The object was placed on the table within an
area of the robot's workspace reachable by both arms, as it was performed for human
experimentations. To assess the feasibility of the system, the grasping area of the object
was approximated to its centroid. The complete set-up is shown in Figure 5.4.
5.4 Results and Comparison
To assess the feasibility of the implementation and to compare the performance of the
proposed method with the state of the art, the object was placed in four diﬀerent
locations that cover diﬀerent areas of the workspace. The ﬁrst three locations are
within the reachability space of both arms of the robot, and the last is at reachable by
the left hand only. The coordinates of the four positions are listed in Table 5.1. The
core element of the grasp aﬀordance trajectory generator is the normalised proﬁle of
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the hand-to-object approach distance speed, evaluated from human studies. As such,
the experimental data should be converted to the same format to conduct a consistent
analysis. For this reason, the trajectory of the end eﬀector, produced by RRT-connect,
was related to the position of an object. Then, the normalised speed of this relationship
was calculated and the length of each trail was matched with the length of the human
demonstrations. As the speed data calculated from RRT plan is noisy, a median ﬁlter
of size seven was applied to the trials. As mentioned in Section 5.2.2, the output of the
trajectory generator was created using two diﬀerent models of approaching: a simple
approximated one and a complex maximally reliable one. The output of both models
is the speed of approaching matching the format of human demonstrations. Figure
5.5 shows the outputs of the three examined techniques for the four positions. It can
be observed that RRT-connect consistently led to the collision with the table when
executing a motion plan. The RRT algorithm allows to include constraints to avoid
collisions but it has been preferred to disable the collisions completely as the aim of this
study is to compare the two algorithms in their simplest form. A similar behaviour was
also observed with the other planners oﬀered by the MoveIt! framework.
Table 5.1: The same object was positioned in four locations expressed in the robot
reference frame. Low indicates the wrist, high indicates the head, outer
indicates the side, in the middle indicates the middle of the trunk. Far and
close are measured in terms of arm extension.
Object Position
Coordinates in Robot Frame
X (cm) Y (cm) Z (cm)
Low and close 50.11 1.57 -5.89
High and far 90.81 4.28 57.86
In the middle 58.57 -0.49 35.96
Low and outer 66.5 64.84 2.64
RTT-connect and the maximally reliable model generated a trajectory able to success-
fully reach the desired point in all cases. However, the output of the approximated
model was not stable. The evaluation has to be therefore based on diﬀerent factors.
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The collision avoidance is intrinsically guaranteed by the grasp aﬀordance trajectory
generator. No further constraints are required, as the action execution was derived
from human demonstrations, while the RRT planner requires additional conditions and
complexity in this case. However, RRT can handle any reaching situation, if the colli-
sion avoidance conditions are speciﬁed correctly. The trajectory generator, instead, is
tailored to one action.
The trajectory generator is composed of diﬀerent models, in closed form, combined in
order. Each model can be changed as long as its purpose and functionality in the se-
quence is preserved. RRT, in contrast, provides a monolithic solution based on a single
algorithm. Hence, it cannot be separated in stages, and it is less ﬂexible than the ap-
proach suggested here. Since the trajectory generator is a juxtaposition of models in
closed form, every equation can be easily and eﬃciently calculated within milliseconds.
RRT, instead, relies on a complex tree exploration based algorithm, which oﬀers less op-
timisation capability and higher computational complexity of the order of the seconds.
The motion produced by the trajectory generator is less noisy, while the RRT plan-
ner requires ﬁltering. However, a diﬀerent implementation of RRT might mitigate this
problem. It can be concluded that the RRT planer is a complex and computationally-
expensive approach to generate a trajectory in any situation, but it is unable to provide
any further customisation for realising grasp aﬀordances. The proposed trajectory gen-
erator, instead, is a lightweight algorithm that oﬀers more freedom of conﬁguration and
addresses aﬀordance-speciﬁc problems. However, it requires an extra complexity to be
able to generalise to any action in any condition.
Figures 5.5 demonstrates that the best approach of control is a mixture of the two
diﬀerent control hypotheses used to generate trajectories. The approximated hypothesis
has a smoother and simpler proﬁle in the beginning, but the speed proﬁle diverges at the
end. The maximally reliable approach, instead, converges in the last stage. However,
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(a) Speed proﬁles for object in position 1 (b) Speed proﬁles for object in position 2
(c) Speed proﬁles for object in position 3 (d) Speed proﬁles for object in position 4
Figure 5.5: Speed proﬁles of two trajectory generator hypotheses (upper graph) and
the RRT-connect planner (lower graph). Figure 5.5(a) shows an execu-
tion of RRT-connect colliding to an obstacle (dash-dotted line). The solid
line in the upper graph represents the approximated speed proﬁle, while
the dashed line represents the maximally reliable proﬁle. The trajectory
generator relies on three models, the second is common between the two
hypotheses.
this hypothesis exhibits a peak before a sharp drop in speed in the ﬁrst part of the
control policy. Such behaviour is not desirable, as it could generate unwanted vibrations.
Therefore, the best approach employs an approximated model for the initial stage, and
a maximally reliable for the last (the second stage is common for both hypothesis). The
modular structure of the control strategy allows combining diﬀerent models together.
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5.5 Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter, a modular architecture for a grasp aﬀordance controller was presented
and grasp aﬀordances in robotics were modelled in terms of robot-object associations.
An algorithm for generating hand trajectories from two control hypotheses learned from
human demonstration was proposed. A feasibility study of this system was carried out
in a simulated environment, and the system was assessed against a state of the art
planner, the Rapidly Exploring Random Tree connect (RRT) algorithm.
The main ﬁndings of this chapter are summarised below:
 The proposed system oﬀers a high degree of ﬂexibility since diﬀerent trajectory
generators, control hypotheses and arm or grasp controllers can be used.
 A grasp aﬀordance was modelled as relationship between the robot state and a
basic 3D shape, modelling an object part.
 The proposed grasp aﬀordance deﬁnition allows emphasising on the performance
of an action rather than depending on the speciﬁc object properties during grasp-
ing.
 A trajectory generator algorithm, based on models learned by demonstration, was
proposed as a ﬂexible and eﬃcient grasp aﬀordance controller.
 A feasibility study in a 3D simulated environment demonstrated higher ﬂexibility
and eﬃciency of the proposed human derived trajectory generator compared to
a state of the art artiﬁcial planner.
 The trajectory generator was assessed against two control hypotheses - an approx-
imated and a maximally reliable. The most eﬀective and less noisy approach is a
mixture of the two models.
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The RRT planner has proven to be better at generalising to diﬀerent actions, indeed
by deﬁnition a planner must be able to reach a single point under any constrain. The
main disadvantage of using a generic planner is that it does not take into account the
complexity of grasping. It cannot easily alter its proﬁle once computed, and the plan
cannot be composed of the output of sub-planners: it can only reach for a speciﬁc deﬁned
point. The grasp aﬀordance trajectory generator, instead, can be composed of diﬀerent
models that can be changed and adopted to the speciﬁc problem, even at runtime if
needed. The closed form nature of the control models grants high eﬃciency and faster
calculations compared to an algorithmic planner and can be computationally optimised
during compilation time. The main limitation of the trajectory generator is that it relies
on models tailored to a speciﬁc action. It is however believed that generalisation across
actions it is easier to achieve than generalisation across objects. Indeed, some actions,
such as hammering a nail and inserting a pin, are very similar to each other in terms
of range of motion and assessing criteria.
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Chapter 6
A Biologically Inspired Grasp
Controller
6.1 Introduction
This chapter proposes a grasp controller, inspired by biological ﬁndings on human grasp-
ing described in this thesis, which can be integrated in the Grasp Aﬀordance Framework
described in Chapter 5. Such controller is designed to be object independent, in order
to decouple the geometry and characteristics of the object from the ﬁngers control, and
it is not tailored to any speciﬁc hand hardware as long as it has an opposable thumb.
The only discriminant factor is the initial grasping posture adopted by the robot hand
and the position of the thumb, as it entails a diﬀerent set of implementable grasp aﬀor-
dances. As demonstrated in Chapter 4, the position of the thumb in human grasping
is fundamental when shaping the grip and the validity of this principle is explored here
in robotics. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the grasping component of the
proposed implementation of grasp aﬀordances and to assess its performance on a state-
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of-the-art robotic hand using as class of grasp aﬀordances those that require the thumb
placed in opposition to the ﬁngers and palm.
The proposed grasping algorithm is inspired by the fact that, before clamping on the
object, human digits undergo a preshaping phase [151], where an initial grasping posture
is determined, and that the ﬁngers are displacing synergistically when grasping [44], as
already explained previously in Section 2.2.2. The proposed algorithm implements
the preshaping and clamping of the digits as two separate stages: a preshaping stage,
where ﬁngers are displacing as indicated by a grasping synergies model, and a kinematic
enveloping stage, where the digits are clamping on the object until it is ﬁrmly hold in the
hand. The purpose of the second stage is to perform a grasp that restrains very diﬀerent
objects from the same starting point of the digits, extending the grasp generalisation of
a posture in a similar way as humans do.
The original model of grasping synergies described in [44], uses a Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA) decomposition of the matrix containing the angular displacements
(rows) for every hand joint (columns). It is proven that using a subset of synergies (eigen-
vectors of the matrix) creates stable grasp postures with much less control variables than
a fully actuated hand [66]. Hence this model is often used as a base for a customised
hand hardware design with a number of synergies ﬁxed a priori. The use of PCA does
not take into account the evolution of the synergies over time. In a diﬀerent study [172],
this limitation was overcame applying the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [173]
to the human data when grasping real objects extracting eigenpostures, eigenvalues,
and time modulation vectors. Such vectors are explaining how each postural synergy
evolves over time oﬀering temporal information on the role of each synergy in grasping.
This model of grasping synergies is to be preferred to the original one since it describes
the evolution of the synergies over time and it is better suited to a grasping controller
which is dynamically executed in software and in real time.
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By implementing grasping synergies at software level, it is removed the need of customiz-
ing the hand hardware and deciding and ﬁxing beforehand the number of synergies used.
It is still required to learn a ﬁnger displacement strategy from human demonstrations
and to adapt and process the collected data for implementing a general purpose grasp-
ing algorithm. Grasping demonstrations can be performed in many diﬀerent ways [112].
Some are intrinsic to the robot joint space - e.g. tele-operation or kinaesthetic teaching.
Others rely on observing extrinsic data provided by the motion of an external body -
e.g. motion capture or observational learning [174]. Furthermore, the collected data
must be ﬁtted into a suitable model in order to ensure their repeatability, such as dy-
namic motion primitives [163] or, in this case, grasping synergies. A similar example of
learning from demonstration applied to grasping synergies can be found in [175] where
authors use PCA as a model for the grasping synergies. As already mentioned, such
technique does not describe well enough the evolution of the synergies over time as the
SVD does. Additionally, the authors of [175] implemented the learning part using the
motion capture of human actions. Since the human body is more complex than robot
kinematics, there is a substantial kinematic mismatch between the body of the teacher
and the one of the robot. This problem is called the correspondence problem [113], and
it is not trivial to compensate for such discrepancy.
To circumvent the correspondence problem, kinaesthetic demonstrations are performed.
Such form of learning takes place in the robot joint space and does not require any map-
ping between human and robot kinematics. Additionally, multiple grasping executions
are required to be collected to produce a dataset suitable for learning. As grasping
synergies describe the motion of one execution, several demonstrations are clustered
together using K-means and a general policy is derived by interpolating the resulting
centroids through splines. The robot was taught to grasp a plain cuboid since its shape
is simple enough to produce a reusable set of digits' motions that can be applied to very
diﬀerent objects from a telephone receiver to a fencing handle.
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The proposed algorithm is designed to be used on diﬀerent hands with an opposable
thumb and as such it was validated on a state-of-the-art robotic hand - the iCub hand.
It is therefore useful to evaluate how the kinematic mismatch between the human and
robotic thumbs impacts the execution of the grasp and how emulating the dominant
role of the thumb when clamping the object beneﬁts the solidity of the grip. This step
is required prior including the approaching part of a grasp aﬀordance to appreciate how
the two phases complement each other.
The contributions of this chapter are the following:
1. A software grasp controller is proposed. The controller implements time modu-
lated grasping synergies and exploits the role of the thumb in grasping to gener-
alise on diﬀerent objects. Those concepts are implemented as two separate control
stages: preshaping stage and kinematic envelopment stage.
2. A general preshaping strategy is derived from a dataset of kinaesthetic grasping
demonstrations by clustering the data, using K-Means, and interpolating the
resulting centroids in a motion sequence using splines.
3. It is demonstrated to what extent the proposed method handles the inherent
variability of the kinaesthetic demonstrations
4. It is discussed which of the two stages of the controller, taken in isolation and
together, contributes most to the grasp generalisation over diﬀerent objects. It is
also analysed the minimum number of synergies required for a good grasp.
5. The overall performance of the algorithm and of each stage is analysed.
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6.2 Learning Grasping Synergies from Demonstrations
Since the focus of this chapter is on grasping, only the 9-ﬁnger joints are considered
for the analysis. Reaching and wrist orientation alignment on the robot platform is
performed by the Passive Motion Paradigm algorithm (PMP) [121] at this stage.
6.2.1 Kinaesthetic Teaching Setup
Figure 6.1: Summary of the grasping algorithm. [A] Kinaesthetic demonstrations are collected
from the joints of the robot. [B] De-noised data are decomposed in orthogonal
primitives, eigenvalues and time modulation vectors through SVD. [C] Time mod-
ulation vectors from diﬀerent demonstrations are combined through K-Means and
spline interpolation. [D] The preshaping policy resulting from [B] and [C] is exe-
cuted; Kinematic Enveloping is performed.
Experimental data of kinaesthetic teaching on the iCub robot were collected from joint
encoders in the arm (7 joints) and ﬁngers (9 joints), contact sensors at the ﬁngertips,
and visual information from the two cameras as illustrated in Figure 6.1.A. Kinaesthetic
teaching was performed by a human operator standing next to the robot, as shown in
Figure 6.2. In each demonstration trial, the operator held the hands of the robot with
the motors switched oﬀ, and guided them to perform a pick and place operation. Objects
were placed within an easily reachable workspace of the robot.
The nine joints in the robot's hand were organized as follows: one joint controlling
adduction/abduction of the digits, three joints for the thumb, two for the index and
middle ﬁngers and one for the ring and pinky ﬁngers whose motion is coupled. Each
demonstration trial had a minimum of 96 to a maximum of 156 data samples. In total
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Figure 6.2: The iCub kinaesthetically learns to grasp three markers bundled to-
gether while the left camera of the robot is recording the scene.
eight trials were performed of picking and placing a cuboid as primitive object.
6.2.2 Extraction of Synergies from Demonstrations
Data Preprocessing
The data recorded from the joints of the hand have two trails of redundant stationary
data when reaching towards the object and when retraction to the home position. These
redundant data were automatically removed using contact initiation and termination
of the tactile sensors, in order to make the postural primitives accurately represent the
dynamic range of the grasping behaviour. Then it was used a 3rd order Savitzky-Golay
ﬁlter [176] with frame size equal to 9 to remove high frequency artefacts in the raw joint
data generating an N ×M joint matrix J of preprocessed data. In this case, N = 9
was the number of joints in the hand, and M ∈ [96, 97, 98, · · · , 156] was the number of
data samples in each demonstration trial.
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Calculation of Synergies
This step is illustrated in Figure 6.1.B. Here, a singular value decomposition was per-
formed on the preprocessed joint data in J in order to obtain three matrices as given
by:
J = USV T (6.1)
Where U is the N × N matrix of the eigenpostures, S is the N ×M matrix of the
eigenvalues, and V is the M ×M matrix of the temporal modulation coeﬃcients for
each primitive in U . In this context, matrix U represents N orthogonal postural primi-
tives of the hand that span the variability of the corresponding grasping demonstration.
Each element in the diagonal matrix S represents the signiﬁcance of the corresponding
postural primitive. The higher the values, the more the eigenposture contributes to the
variability of the digits. The columns vi in matrix V represent the scale of temporal
modulation of corresponding primitives in U .
In order to decide how many primitives to consider in the analysis, the Root Mean
Squared Error (RMSE) is evaluated. The RMSE for each trial i is calculated for k =










Where U (k), S(k) and V (k) are the posture primitive matrix, the signiﬁcance matrix, and
the time modulation matrix respectively, for k number of primitives, J is the matrix of
preprocessed joint data proﬁles, and M is the number of samples recorded in trial i.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.3: Figure 6.3(a) are RMS errors per trial. Each column shows the error
on a single joint, while each row shows the error using a diﬀerent
number of primitives (from 1 to 9). Tables have been normalized to
35% to improve visualization. Figure 6.3(b) shows the distribution of
mean RMS errors using a diﬀerent number of primitives.
Figure 6.3(a) shows the distribution of RMS errors over the trials when varying the
number of primitives for each joint. The values have been normalized to the maximum
of all trials. By observing the errors, it can be concluded that a good approximation
could be obtained by considering two or three primitives only. The maximum error
among all trials is 11.6% for two primitives and 9.5% for three primitives (Figure 6.3(b)).
Those results are in line with the observations of Santello et al. [177].
A comparison between the reconstructed joints and the de-noised data can be observed
in Figure 6.4(a) and Figure 6.4(b) for two and three synergies employed respectively.
It can be noted that employing more synergies reconstructs a preshaping policy more
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similar to the original data, especially for some joints.
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.4: Comparison between de-noised joint values of trial 6 (continuous line)
and reconstructed ones (dashed line) using (a) two primitives and (b)
three primitives.
Integration of Different Teaching Trials
This step is illustrated in Figure 6.1.C. Since eight demonstration trials have been per-
formed for grasping the same object, the problem of abstracting them to one set of
postural primitives and corresponding time modulation vectors has to be solved. The
pre-processed joint data matrices of each trial were combined into one single matrix, and
SVD decomposition was applied on it. Concatenating the joint matrices of diﬀerent tri-
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als poses the problem of separating the contribution of each individual sequence when
extracting a unique set of time modulation vectors. This problem of abstraction was
solved by performing K-Means clustering [178] of the ensemble of vi, i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , 8
vectors from the 8 demonstrations as shown in Figure 6.5. Centroids of clusters (mile-
stones) are used as key points to build interpolating cubic splines to reconstruct an
abstracted preshaping policy. The longest demonstration was used as a reference for
determining the number of clusters (K = 7) of the K-means clustering algorithm. Each
eigenposture has an associated best ﬁt set of splines that encodes a preshaping policy.
Thanks to the orthogonality property of SVD, each component of the vi matrices can
be interpolated separately. It is therefore possible to simplify a 9-dimensional control
algorithm to two or three independent spline interpolation problems.




Figure 6.5: Results of K-Means clustering on temporal modulation vectors. Vec-
tors vi 6.5(a) i = 1, 6.5(b) i = 2, 6.5(c) i = 3 from diﬀerent trials are
clustered independently in order to obtain a set of 7 key points for
spline interpolation. Cubic Spline interpolation from resulting mile-
stones is shown as black curve for each dimension.
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6.2.3 Kinematic Multi-fingered Enveloping
The ﬁnal stage of grasping is the kinematic enveloping. Postural primitives extracted
from the SVD analysis and the corresponding spline interpolations of the temporal
modulation coeﬃcients were used to compute the ﬁnal preshaping grasp policy realtime.
This step is summarized in Figure 6.1.D.
Once the hand is preshaped by following the joint values encoded in the grasp policy,
each ﬁnger wraps around the object trying to squeeze it. Joint encoder readings collected
over a given time horizon (tf = 10 sec) were used to detect the success of a grasping
sequence. This enhances the portability of the algorithm to diﬀerent robotic platforms
that may or may not have tactile feedback on the ﬁngertips.
A digit is considered to be steady if:
di ∈ [fi(l)|hi < xf ], (6.3)
where di is the total angular displacement of digit i, fi is the function regulating the
motion of joint i, k is the current number of encoder data samples, hi is the total angular
displacement of the i-th joint in a given time horizon (tf = 10 sec), xf is the threshold
total angular displacement to detect whether a signiﬁcant angular displacement has
occurred in each time horizon.
The execution ﬂow is resumed in Algorithm 2. ci = 2.5◦ is the amount of angular
increment of i-th joint in each sampling step T = 1.6 sec. The increment ci has been
selected from the mechanical constraints of the robot to ensure an observable motion
due to the resolution of the encoders. The time horizon ts to detect a terminal condition
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Algorithm 2: Kinematic Enveloping Algorithm
Data:
t - execution time [0 · · ·∞) sec
hi - total displacement of joint i
fi - motion of joint i
l - number of iterations of the algorithm
xf - threshold deﬁning if the motion of a joint is negligible
ci - constant increment of joint i
T - sampling time
tf - temporal horizon when stopping criteria is evaluated
P - number of joints whose motion has been detected as negligible
Jlimi - limit for joint i
begin
P = 0;
for l = d t
T
e; fi < Jlimi do





if l = d tf
T
e and hi(l) < xf then
P = P + 1;
end
if P >= 6 then




return false // Grasp unsuccessful
end
is set to 10 seconds, while xf is set to 10◦. The time horizon tf and the threshold xf
are the functions of the increment and have been derived from tests on diﬀerent objects.
If the number of stationary joints is P >= 6, the object is considered grasped. This
number has been evaluated experimentally, based on the assumption that at least three
digits are needed to grasp tightly [179] and that about two joints are controlling a single
ﬁnger. The quality of the grip is validated experimentally as illustrated in next section.
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6.3 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, the proposed algorithm is validated on a state-of-the-art robotic hand by
grasping real-world objects. At ﬁrst the robotic platform, iCub, is introduced. Secondly,
the experimental set-up and the validation criteria are described. Finally, the results of
the algorithm are discussed.
6.3.1 Description of Robotic Platform
The iCub is a 104 cm tall humanoid robot resembling a 3.5 year old child [180] with
53 degrees of freedom in total - including seven for each arm and nine for each hand.
The hands are actuated with a tendon driven system with the motors located in the
forearm (Faulhaber 1016M012G). Encoders are based on hall sensors. The hands of the
robot are equipped with capacitive pressure sensors [181] that are distributed on palms,
ﬁngertips and the rest of the body. Twelve taxels are allocated on the ﬁngertips, and
detect the contact with conductive material (such as metal or human skin).
The robot, apart from the Application Program Interface that communicates directly
to the hardware, is operated through YARP [182], an open-source robotic middleware
that supports distributed computation.
6.3.2 Experimental Setting
In order to validate the algorithm, several experiments have been carried out with the
iCub grasping diﬀerent objects. The objects used in the experiments are shown Table
6.2. The hand was positioned at a ﬁxed maximum distance of 5 cm from the grasping
point in order to manage a successful grasp.
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Afterwards, the algorithm is executed and the preshaping is performed. Then the
kinematic enveloping phase takes place. This technique diﬀers from other methods [183]
based on known contact points, therefore the concepts of force/form closure [97] are not
appropriate methods to validate the stability of the grip as the position of the contact
points is not known a priori. Instead, validation has been carried out experimentally.
Once the algorithm terminates, the object is vertically lifted at about 22 ·10−3m/s2 and
a human operator pulls the object from the robotic hand to verify the stability of the
grip (Table 6.1). Each grip has been ranked based on the force exerted by the human









The object is removed with a
signiﬁcant eﬀort from the oper-
ator, possibly using two hands




The object is removed with sig-
niﬁcant eﬀort from the operator




The object is removed sliding it
from the robot's hand applying
discrete eﬀort with no interaction
with the robot's hand.
15.81 1.48
1
The object is easily removed with
little eﬀort and without interact-
ing with the robot's hand.
4.9 1.86
0
The object is not grasped or is
falling while being picked up.
- -
Table 6.1: Description of the ranking score for grip validation.
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6.3.3 Experimental Validation and Discussion
In order to validate the robustness and generalization power of the proposed grasping
technique, all objects in the set are grasped with diﬀerent numbers of synergies: three,
two, one or just with the kinematic enveloping.
Figure 6.6: Evolution of the grasp on the real robot using two primitives for pre-
shaping. The time reported in the ﬁrst picture takes into account the
required computation to start the algorithm.
To analyse whether diﬀerent demonstrations are able to produce a feasible preshaping
policy, despite the variability of the teaching trials, it is possible to observe the evolution
of a grasping sequence using just two primitives as in Figure 6.6. It can be observed
that the merge of diﬀerent teaching demonstrations executed on the same object - the
cuboid - produced a stable grasping policy. Thanks to the K-Means clustering and
the spline interpolation, it is possible to combine diﬀerent demonstrations in order to
produce a unique preshaping policy.
Figure 6.7 shows the reconstructed evolution of the joint angles during the grasp execu-
tion, while grasping a telephone receiver using three synergies. As explained in section
6.2.2, the preshaping follows a policy deﬁned from the extraction of synergies from ki-
naesthetic data. Therefore its evolution is very similar across diﬀerent objects. The
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Figure 6.7: Evolution of joint values for grasping a telephone receiver using three
synergies. (a) Evolution of the joints of the hand during the preshape
phase. (b) Evolution of the joints of the hand during the kinematic
enveloping phase. The ﬁngers are closing linearly until the object's
surface is hit. Afterwards, the motion reaches a steady state and the
grasp termination is detected.
enveloping phase, however, diﬀers from object to object. It can be clearly seen that, as
deﬁned in section 6.2.3, the joints are linearly closing until the object is enveloped with
the ﬁngers reaching a steady state.
Table 6.2 summarises the results of grasping the objects. It can be seen that the
telephone receiver, the markers, the cylinder, the cuboid and even a complex shaped
fencing handle, are tightly grasped (see grade of stability in the third column of Table
6.2 and Table 6.1 for the description of grades of stability). The reason is that their
geometries allows the use of the same grasp conﬁguration as the object used for learning
and the thumb is placed on the right position - ranked 4 to 3 on Table 6.2. The computer
mouse is grasped but the grip is not tight - ranked 2 on Table 6.2.













3 4 78 35 43
2 3 92 37 55
Cuboid∗
3 4 133 30 103
2 4 89 26 63
1 3 111 30 81
Envl. Only 2 119 - 119
Cylinder∗
3 4 109 73 36
2 4 109 74 35
Receiver
1 2 109 74 35
Envl. Only 2 56 - 56
3 1 124 74 50
2 1 120 74 46
1 1 127 72 55
Envl. Only 1 48 - 48
CD Case
3 4 119 73 46
2 3 119 74 45
Markers
3 2 116 77 39
2 2 109 74 35
1 1 109 74 35
Mouse Envl. Only 0 4 - 4
3 0 111 73 38
Glass
3 3 122 77 45
Envl. Only 3 59 - 59
Handle
Table 6.2: Summary of grasping experiments on the set of objects. (*) The time
has been evaluated using diﬀerent parameters for the kinematic en-
veloping phase (ci = 1.0, tc = 0.5), moreover the termination of the
enveloping was manual.
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The Compact Disc (CD) keep case was not successful since its geometry suits better
a parallel grasp [38]. This posture requires a precise contact timing of the thumb and
the other ﬁngers and the enveloping phase was not complying to it as it is a linear
motion. Alternatively, the position of the palm could have been adjusted to guarantee
the right timing for a linear motion. As the shape of the glass is cylindrical, it was
more interesting to test a grasp with splayed ﬁngers on the top of the glass. However,
the grasp was unsuccessful as it was diﬃcult to place the thumb and the other digits in
such very speciﬁc conﬁguration due to kinematic limitations.
Based on this experimental studies, it was found out that a misplacement of the yaw
angle of the opposition joint of the thumb (angle between the thumb and the index
ﬁnger) is the cause for most of failures. This conclusion is logical, because this degree
of freedom of the thumb has given primates the skill to manipulate objects [184] and
it is in agreement with the related ﬁndings in this thesis. Other digits played a more
supportive role in achieving a good grasp.
The experimental results given in Table 6.2 conﬁrm that the diﬀerence between three and
two postural primitives is negligible. Both design choices perform comparatively well,
as the thumb opposition placement is similar. Using only one synergy causes failures
due to the very large dimensionality reduction and its consequent reconstruction error.
The thumb is often misplaced leading to an unsuccessful grasp.
The enveloping phase has been proved to be very helpful but not suﬃcient to ﬁnalize
the grasp. Unless the object geometry is very simple, enveloping only may cause failures
due to the blind placement of the thumb on the object. However, with a proper initial
conﬁguration of digits after the preshaping phase, the enveloping helped to generalize
for cases where the size of the object was smaller or the geometry was diﬀerent from
the original object used to demonstrate grasping.
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Among the two parts of the algorithm - preshaping and enveloping - it can be seen that
the second stage is generally much faster than the ﬁrst. The reason is that the ﬁngers
move quickly and generally the enveloping is executed after preshaping, so the number
of iterations cannot be very large. The preshaping phase, instead, is longer since it
depends on the number of sensor readings that, in general, can be very large depending
on the demonstration.
In the case of the cuboid, the overall time is limited, since the list of joints commands
is short (about 48). Indeed, due to mechanical constraints on the robot's hand, a brief
pause is required between commands (1.5 seconds in the experiments) to enforce the
execution of the command. This problem can be easily circumvented by sub-sampling
the policy observing the gradient of each joint. If the derivative is not large enough,
it can be deduced that the requested motion is too ﬁne to be achieved and that set of
joint commands can be skipped in favour of larger values.
6.4 Conclusions
This chapter proposes a biologically inspired algorithm for grasping based on kinaesthet-
ically learned grasping synergies and on passive kinematic envelopment of the target
object. Although the dataset was based on demonstrations of grasping a simple cuboid,
the robot was able to grasp well objects very diﬀerent from the original, such as a fencing
handle and a telephone receiver. This was possible because the kinematic envelopment
adapted the original posture of the synergies to each diﬀerent object, assuming that the
thumb was correctly positioned for the required grasp.
Experimental results show that enveloping in itself is not enough to ensure a safe grip
in all cases due to the blind placement of the thumb opposition joint. Therefore, in the
general case, it is required to bootstrap the thumb to an initial position, which possibly
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can clearly diﬀerentiate a Key Grasp from a Power Grasp.
The robotic experimentations conﬁrmed the dominant role of the thumb in grasping.
Unsuccessful grasps were often caused by a misplaced thumb or an incorrect contact
timing between the thumb and the other ﬁngers. On the other hand, the fencing handle
was grasped very tightly although its geometry is very diﬀerent from a cuboid. Again
this was possible because the thumb was placed correctly. It can now be seen that an
inadequate rendering of the human kinematics of the thumb in robotics limits sensibly
the scalability of a given initial posture when enveloping diﬀerent objects. A more
dexterous thumb might have allowed grasping some diﬃcult objects or improving the
grip of others.
The proposed implementation of the controller is in line with its biological counterpart
also because the preshaping phase can be executed in parallel with the approaching
motion, optimising the execution time. Finally, it can be seen that the grasping com-
ponent of a grasp aﬀordance does require an adequate alignment to the object in order
to perform correctly and reduce the failures. The palm alignment can be especially
helpful to minimise the fails related to wrong contact timing of the digits, as the hand
can be closer to the object to reduce the contact time of the index and middle ﬁngers.
Humans can be taken as base model given their advanced manipulation skills. Hence
it is clear that the contribution of a biologically motivated approaching strategy is a
mandatory component for the implementation of grasp aﬀordances in state-of-the-art
robotic hardware.
The main contributions of the chapter are listed below:
1. The 9-dimensional joint space of the hand of the iCub robot can be reduced to two
or three postural primitives that can be independently combined. Experiments
have shown that the choice between two or three postural primitives does not
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have a considerable impact on the ﬁnal quality of the grasp.
2. The use of kinaesthetic teaching as learning technique intrinsically solves the corre-
spondence problem, and saves from the burden of mapping the human kinematics
as in other approaches [66], [175].
3. Data collected from diﬀerent teaching trials can be integrated through the use of
K-Means clustering and spline interpolation, regardless of their variability. The
ﬁnal result is a unique set of time modulated synergies used for preshaping the
hand to an initial posture.
4. From an initial preshaping conﬁguration, the ﬁngers are wrapped around the
object until no signiﬁcant motion is detected. This phase, called kinematic envel-
opment, allows to achieve a more general grip that is able to scale on the target
size and geometry of the object.
5. The kinematic limitations of robotic thumbs require to be compensated with a
biologically motivated approaching strategy that would enforce an appropriate




This conclusive chapter provides an overview of the thesis. The main contributions
are listed and summarised in Section 7.1, and potential industrial applications of the
ﬁndings and the proposed method are presented in Section 7.2. Additionally, in Section
7.3, the main assumptions and limitations of this thesis are listed and discussed in the
form of requirements. Moreover, proposals for other aspects of grasp aﬀordances not
covered in this thesis, such as learning and perception, are illustrated in Sections 7.3.1
and 7.3.2.
7.1 Summary of Contributions
This thesis contributes to the ﬁeld of multiﬁngered grasping for robotics, setting the
base of a novel approach to grasp aﬀordances that relies on action dependent require-
ments rather than on speciﬁc object features. The main motivation of this approach is
the need for robotic grasping and manipulation of very diﬀerent objects, without the
complete re-calibration of a complex grasping system or learning control strategies for
every novel object. The state-of-art approaches are often domain speciﬁc and require
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repeated learning or complete re-design of a synergic robotic hand. The proposed ap-
proach is justiﬁed by novel and state-of-the-art results in human neuroscience of motor
control. Studies of human behaviours for grasping and approaching are presented and
studied to outline the cardinal principles of the presented architecture and controllers.
This thesis is a ﬁrst step towards a more structured and modular organisation of a
grasping system that is required to enhance grasping eﬀectiveness. Such architecture
separates the problem of motor control from the challenges of perception and learning,
so that each component can be explored and developed and combined independently.
The overall validity of the proposed approach is evaluated for robotic implementations,
both for simulation and real setup, demonstrating and taking into account the grasping
limitations of the state of the art robotic hands.
More speciﬁcally, the thesis provides the following contributions:
1. In Chapter 2 a thorough introduction to human neuroscience of motor control,
aimed at a robotics audience, is given and related to the state of the art research
in robotic grasping and aﬀordances. Limitations of state of the art approaches
are highlighted.
2. In Chapter 3 human behaviours of approaching to grasp to hammer are studied
and characterised in terms of hand-to-object distance and orientation. Diﬀerent
models of approaching, for a robotic implementation, are derived and validated.
3. In Chapter 4 the dominant role of the thumb in human grasping is established
by statistical analysis of human grasping data. The limitations of state of the art
hands, in the context of thumb dexterity are demonstrated, and suggestions for
improvements are given.
4. In Chapter 5 a modular architecture for grasp aﬀordances is presented. Criteria to
model successful grasp aﬀordance strategies are outlined, and a grasp aﬀordance
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trajectory generation algorithm, derived from human studies of approaching to
grasp, is provided and evaluated in a feasibility study during simulations.
5. In Chapter 6 the ﬁndings on the role of the thumb are applied to a software
implementation of a synergy-based grasping controller on a real robot. It is
demonstrated that a correct placement and timing of the thumb allows the con-
troller to scale over diﬀerent objects and how such controller ﬁts in the general
architecture.
7.2 Practical Applications
In this thesis, the formulation and implementation of grasp aﬀordances as a modular
architecture are envisaged as a tool for domain-independent grasping that can be applied
to vast range of diﬀerent ﬁelds. Given the generalisability of the potential applications,
some practical aspects for concrete industrial settings are described in this section.
One of the ﬁelds of primary importance is manufacturing and industrial applications.
Some industries, like automotive or die-casting1, already rely on robotics and it might
be easier to integrate the results proposed in this thesis, building up on the existing
knowledge and infrastructure of those industries. Additionally, a robot able to grasp
and ﬂexibly manipulate a large range of objects can be introduced in a Just-In-Time (or
ﬂexible) assembly line, diﬀused among many manufacturing businesses2, where workers
interact with a large number of components to assemble a customer-tailored product.
A set of assembly actions can be learned and composed in an action plan, and the
proposed system can perform the same operation using diﬀerent tools, or it could grasp
the same tool in diﬀerent ways.
1Buhler Druckguss AG, Uzwil, Switzerland
2Buhler UK Ltd, London, UK; Toyota Motor Corporation, Aichi, Japan
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A robot giving the human a supervisory and monitoring role can perform repetitive
actions in an unstructured environment, where the unpredictability of the position and
availability of tools is a challenge. Such system might reduce the stress and ineﬃcien-
cies and increase the ergonomics for human workers. Those are challenges for many
manufacturing techniques [185]. Without a ﬂexible manipulation system it is required
to know the position of every object in the workspace, as it is dictated in traditional
industrial robotics. Logistic automation industry can also beneﬁt from the proposed
approach, as an object independent grasping system can be used to pack goods3 or
groceries4, setting free the human from the burden of manual packing. In the same
way as commercial needs were driving the evolution of computer science and networks
in the 1970s, industry and manufacturing can drive the evolution of robotics in future.
Therefore, the solutions to the problem of grasping and aﬀordances should satisfy the
requirements of ﬂexibility, performance and cost for each diﬀerent application.
Another domain of use for the results of this thesis is manipulation in extreme and
dangerous environments, such as disaster response, space exploration or nuclear decom-
missioning. In the Darpa Robotic Challenge (DRC) [186], for instance, a robot was
required to navigate in a dangerous environment and to interact with numerous objects
and tools, such as hammers, doors and valves, in order to perform tasks normally per-
formed by human rescue teams in the ﬁeld. The proposed system could enable the
robotic rescuer to manipulate novel objects segmented in grasping areas associated to
known grasp aﬀordances. A similar remark is valid for space exploration missions, such
as NASA's Robonaut project [156], where the robot operates on International Space
Station. Another example is nuclear decommissioning5 , where the choice of objects
is more deﬁned, but the hazards and the required manipulation dexterity do not allow
traditional robotic solutions or human intervention . The additional challenge of the
3Amazon Robotics LLC, Massachusetts, USA
4Ocado Technology LSE, Hertfordshire, UK
5Oxford Technologies, part of Veolia Group, Abingdon, UK
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above applications is the prohibitive or life threatening environment where the robots
operate. Extreme heat or cold, unstable surfaces, lack of gravity, ionising radiation
and other characteristics make the environment dangerous and unsuitable for a human
operator. Flexible manipulation capabilities can be an excellent feature for such robotic
systems. However, better engineering solutions are needed to guarantee the required
high execution performance and reliability.
Another possible domain of application of this work is service robotics. Robots are
required to operate in unstructured environment, such as a household or a nursery, where
no prior assumptions on the surroundings can be made. The potential for application
of the proposed results is very wide: from tidying up the environment to preparing a
meal or cleaning the house. The wide range of possible actions and objects in diﬀerent
conﬁgurations and orientations make such environment a challenging opportunity for
benchmarking and extending the proposed architecture. Despite the great potential
of applicability of this method, it is advised to use such domains as test scenarios for
novel scientiﬁc results and extensions of the present system. The reasons for this are of
technical, legal and social nature. On the technical point of view, a robot that requires
to be frequently calibrated or to be taught many diﬀerent actions is very uncomfortable
to use, if it is not supported by adequate scientiﬁc research and engineering solutions.
In addition, such system might fail, as it was the case for the ﬁrst commercial speech
recognition software in late 1980s [187]. On the legal and social point of view, the
lack of regulations and understanding from the general public can pose a threat to the
actual human user. It is yet unclear how to deﬁne liability if a robotic system causes an
accident due to contingent factors, such as an unexpected lack of sensory information.
Standard and universally agreed default behaviours have yet to be deﬁned as a mean
to mitigate the eﬀect of uncertainty and to promote safe human-robot interaction. If
it is known a priori the fail-safe behaviour of a robot, it is easier to prevent trivial
accidents such as a child's hand being accidentally squeezed when interacting with a
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sensory-blinded robotic hand. Common knowledge of a robotic system should be ﬁrst
established in society to avoid the occurrence trivial hazards as described above. In
the same way it is obvious that a child shall never be allowed inserting the own ﬁngers
in the mains socket. All the mentioned points are much more diﬃcult to settle than
technological advances. The risks and hazards derived from a rushed introduction of
robotics to the general public might reduce the users' conﬁdence in robotics and even
create unjustiﬁed concerns.
It is therefore recommended to apply the results of this thesis to industrial and manufac-
turing problems initially. Robotic applications in extreme and dangerous environments
can be used as an opportunity to better engineer the proposed framework and required
technologies and to pioneer uses in less structured environments . It is point of view of
the author that applications in service robotics shall be approached as an open research
problem, to expand new horizons and to explore completely new routes. In this regard,
the results of this thesis can be an initial attempt to structure the problem of grasp
aﬀordances, which can be further expanded with additional research.
7.3 Assumptions and Future Research Directions
This thesis is a ﬁrst step towards a more general purpose grasping system, and a more
structured deﬁnition of grasp aﬀordance. Therefore, some assumptions were made and
some requirements should be fulﬁlled in order to transfer and to use the results for real
applications. Such constraints can be considered as opportunities for future improve-
ments. As the roles of perception and learning were not investigated in detail, and a
more comprehensive discussion is required. For this reason, the motivations for this




The proposed architecture of a grasp aﬀordance system was derived from studies of
human motor control and assessed on humanoid robots using everyday objects. As such,
the following requirements should be fulﬁlled for this approach to be easily transferable
with little eﬀort:
 A humanoid multiﬁngered hand should be used;
 The volume of the reachability space of the robot should to be comparable to the
human counterpart;
 A template action should be based on a motion taught from human demonstra-
tions;
 Hard, human-made objects should be manipulated;
 The action shall be performed in absence of obstacles;
 The result of the performed action must be assessed in closed form;
 Complex actions, such as object assembly, should be broken down in simple as-
sessable actions;
 A graspable object should have at least one grasping area represented as a primi-
tive 3D shape;
The above requirements are providing guidance that can enable easy transfer of the re-
sults of this dissertation to other similar platforms and domains. The above conditions
might be relaxed or extended if a diﬀerent robot or domain is considered, preserving
the validity of the approach. For instance, if a suction-based gripper is employed, the
synergistic grasping controller can be substituted with a simpler one. On the other
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hand, handling deformable objects might require a more advanced multiﬁngered grasp-
ing controller that takes into account the stiﬀness of the target. In both examples, the
rest of the system, such as the arm controller and the trajectory generator, might not
require any substantial change, thanks to the modularity of the system.
It is also important to underline that some assumptions and constraints were made in
this work. One of the main assumptions is that most of multiﬁngered grasp postures
require the use of the thumb but some, classiﬁed as Primate Grasp postures in Chapter
4, rely only on the other four ﬁngers. Such postures were not considered since they are
not often used in humans and few everyday objects might be grasped only in that way.
Therefore, as the proposed grasp controller relies on the use of the thumb, it is unlikely
that it can handle such postures eﬀectively.
A second observation is that the motion perturbations introduced by obstacles and
perceptual errors were assumed as not present. One reason is that the problem of
obstacle avoidance in planning taken in isolation is well studied and understood in
literature. Hence, it might be easier to include the latest results in a general grasp
aﬀordance framework, which, instead, has to be established . Obstacle avoidance is
fundamental in contexts, such as cluttered supermarket shelf. However, there are various
well-established techniques that can be easily integrated [119].
Additionally, it is important to underline that hard and still objects were mostly used
in this thesis. It is likely that, for soft and deformable objects, an extension to the
grasping controller, or a stiﬀness classiﬁer [84], is required to handle the additional
complexity. Since soft objects, such as food, are broadly used in daily tasks, additional
research is required to manipulate them and the proposed architecture will require to
be extended accordingly. Similarly, if the target object is moving, such as a mechanical
part on a conveyor belt, additional components should be included to the framework.
For instance, the system might require a tracking component to follow the grasping
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areas, and the grasp aﬀordance relationship might need to be expressed in the base
frame.
7.3.1 The Problem of Perception in Affordance Selection
The role played by the sensors and the processing of perceptual information is fun-
damental in robotic systems. A robot that is unable to detect positions, poses and
features of the elements in the surrounding environment cannot interact with it. De-
spite the primary importance of perception for biological organisms and autonomous
artiﬁcial systems, both entities are struggling to unambiguously perceive the surround-
ing environment, often failing to act appropriately. For example, the approaching of
an earthquake can be anticipated by detecting seismic waves. Such waves propagate in
the ultrasonic spectrum that is inaudible by the human ear, but it is perceivable by the
canine auditory system [188]. Hence, a human might not be able to react as quickly as
a dog in such critical situation. Dually, the sensitivity of the dog's eyes encompasses a
narrower wavelength than those of human's [189]. In addition colours such as red and
green [190] are excluded from dog's vision. Hence, a dog might not be able to distin-
guish between a green signal and a red one at a pedestrian traﬃc light and use this
information to avoid to wrongly cross the road at a dangerous moment . If one should
consider only perceptual stimuli, the dog and the human would live in two separate
worlds. This is the problem of perception.
The impossibility to discriminate the objective reality from a subjective opinion on the
surroundings is well known and it has fascinated numerous philosophers. In Europe, the
Greek Parmenides of Elea [191] (born 515 B.C.) ﬁrst formulated this problem, which
was also studied in other non-European philosophical schools [192]. He stated that the
existence (being), as objective external facts, and the negation of existence (not-being)
are well separated entities which are diﬃcult to discriminate due to the limitations of
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human perception, initiating a debate among European philosophers on this topic. Later
on, the French mathematician Rene Descartes [193] (born 1596, died 1650), proposed
a fundamental contribution to the discussion stating that only the conscious thinking
of oneself is guaranteed as a certain and concrete sign of existence. No assumption can
be made on any other external stimuli, which might be the result of a false positive,
a misclassiﬁcation or not exists at all, since the partiality of perceptual information
might be a leading confusing element in one's mind. This problem is still debated and
unsolved today [194] and an agreement was not found yet. It can be understood that
the problem of perception is of formidable complexity, and it might sound naive to hope
to ﬁnd a general and comprehensive solution to an issue debated for centuries, and yet
not fully deﬁned, within a single thesis. Indeed, it is not possible to deﬁne how a sensor
can unambiguously perceive the properties of an object as simple as a glass and which
properties are important.
Despite all this, it is still possible to ﬁnd a solution to an approximate or narrower
version of the original problem. For example, the weight of a glass is more relevant
than its colour in grasping, but this might not be true if the task is ﬁnding the object
on a cluttered desk. For this reason, a modular architecture is a good initial approach
for solving a restricted problem of perception, applied to a deﬁned domain. Modularity
allows reﬁning or limiting the scope of the problem or the range and precision of the per-
ception sources, while the research and evolution of other components of an aﬀordance
system, like motor control, can progress with little inﬂuence. For instance, a search
and rescue drone might beneﬁt more if the range of perceptions of a dog are privileged
over those of a human. An olfactory sensor might be more useful than an expensive
hyperspectral camera if the task is earthquake disaster response. Perceiving all waves
up to the ultrasonics might be a more appropriate level of precision if it is required to
perform earthquake prevention. However, the same precision might not be needed for a
search and rescue operation, as the human voice is always within the audible spectrum.
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This approach might also alleviate the problem of cost and limited number of sensors on
a robot, if compared to a biological organism, as the required input is dimensioned for
the task at hand. The decisions on the sensor used or the data processing methodology
selected for learning and detection will not inﬂuence the rest of the system. It can be
assumed that every other component requires a ﬁnal and processed cognitive abstract
representation of the environment. Therefore, a knowledge base, similar to the human
thalamus, can decouple motor control from perception, and information irrelevant to
the task can be eliminated.
To summarise, solving the problem of perception in the context of aﬀordances is a
challenging task. The intrinsic ambiguity and relativity on how the external world can
be perceived, even by biological organisms, cannot be fully addressed in this thesis only.
However, decoupling the perceptual means from the representation of the environment
with a knowledge base, is an initial step towards a more conﬁgurable system. This
would enable the exploration of diﬀerent types of sensory options, oﬀered by the current
technology, and means of integrating diﬀerent sensory data to provide the minimal
information for a motor actio n. In this way, it is possible to narrow down the problem
of perception to a speciﬁc application until better technology would be able to provide
multi-modal information that enables execution of more sophisticated operations.
7.3.2 The Contribution of Learning
The aﬀordance architecture and controllers described in this thesis build up their founda-
tions from human learning. Training data collected extrinsically and intrinsically from
a human teacher were processed to obtain the initial grasping synergies and approach
models . However, the system is not able to cope well if a diﬀerent requirements are
imposed, such as an action comparable to hammering, or an alternative grasp posture
with a diﬀerent thumb placement. In its current state, the system misses the ability to
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adapt. Typically algorithms are made adaptable by adjusting their parameters during
execution, using techniques such as reinforcement learning, adaptive control and simi-
lar. However, such approaches are impractical for a real robot, since a large amount
of training data is required from numerous trials. Performing so many trials directly
on the robot is very tedious and time consuming . For this reason, often the teaching
data is generated in simulation [106] and the resulting models are adapted to the robot
with additional validation testing. The risk of this methodology is to obtain a perfor-
mance lower than expected after the validation, since any physical environment is more
complex and variable than a simulated one.
Adaptability can be introduced in the system by pursuing an hybrid learning approach,
which has been ﬁrst inspired from the learning approach proposed by the European
philosopher Socrates (born 470 BC, died 399 BC). He suggested that knowledge is
innate in every human and the task of the teacher is to extract it through discussion and
promoting the student's freedom of experimentation in a process called maieutic [195].
In a similar way, the demonstrations of a teacher are processed to produce a motor
control policy, such as for the approaching models or the grasping synergies discussed
in this thesis. This represents the initial knowledge of the robot on the task to be
performed, which is innate in the Socratic learning method. If an action similar to the
one initially learnt has to be executed, an algorithm of the reinforcement learning class
can derive a new control policy from the initial knowledge learnt by demonstration.
This step can be equated to Socrates' maieutic learning process. The assumption is
that, if the new action is similar enough to the original one, reinforcement learning
shall settle down from the initial control policy to the new one faster than learning from
scratch or using a starting point deﬁned from a theoretical criteria. This methodology
would further shift the attention from the speciﬁc action performed, as described in
this work, to a deﬁnition of similarity between actions in the space of parameters of the
model improved by reinforcement. If two actions can be ranked based on a similarity
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metric, it is not fundamental to learn a speciﬁc action as this can be adjusted as needed.
For instance, if hammering is the taught action, pressing, clicking and insertion are
similar actions, since they all require a comparable indenting motor sequence but with
diﬀerent timings or applied forces. A suitable motor sequence for a similar action
can be established externally, as a human supervisor conﬁrms the validity of the grasp
posture and motor planning when satisﬁed. The robot itself can assess the quality of the
grasp aﬀordance executed by evaluating the results produced by the aﬀordance using
a performance metric designed for the new action. If a comparison can be made, both
cases correspond to the intervention of the teacher in completing the learning process
according to the Socratic method.
To summarise, one limitation of the proposed grasp aﬀordance architecture in its cur-
rent state is the diﬃculty of generalising across diﬀerent actions. Reinforcement learning
and adaptive control algorithms can ﬂexibly adapt the system to new actions. However,
the gargantuan level of redundancy introduced by multiﬁngered hands and anthropo-
morphic arms turn this methodology into a challenging operation often executed in
simulation and later validated in real life with uncertain results. As such, initialising
a reinforcement learning session from an initial human demonstration can be a viable
alternative to scale and adapt a pre-existent control model to a diﬀerent, but similar,
action. Deﬁning a similarity metric in the model parameter space is a real barrier to
overcome, but it is believed that it is easier to deﬁne a metric rather than to learn a
completely new model or a few weeks long simulated learning session. A new suitable
control policy can be established either by a human supervisor or by fulﬁlling perfor-
mance criteria. In addition, it is unrealistic to ﬁnd the best possible grasp posture of an
object for a robot as much as there cannot be an agreement on which one among many
grasping postures of a pen is the best, if the task is to sign a legally binding document.
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Posture class GRASP name Picture Grasped Object
Power Grasp Large diameter
Cylinder (11cm
diameter)
Power Grasp Small diameter
Cylinder (3cm
diameter)
Power Grasp Medium Wrap
Cylinder (3cm
diameter)
Power Grasp Power Disk
MiniDisc (8cm
diameter, 2mm tall)
Power Grasp Power Sphere
Tennis Ball (6.7cm
diameter)
Power Grasp Parallel Extension Box (4cm thick)
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Power Grasp Lateral Tripod Bottle Cap






Power Grasp Inferior Pincer
Golf Ball (4.3cm
diameter)
Precision Grasp Prismatic 4 Fingers
Cylinder (1cm
diameter)
Precision Grasp Prismatic 3 Fingers
Cylinder (1cm
diameter)
Precision Grasp Prismatic 2 Fingers
Cylinder (1cm
diameter)
Precision Grasp Palmar Pinch Coin
Precision Grasp Precision Disk Compact Disc










Key Grasp Adducted Thumb
Cylinder (3cm
diameter)
Key Grasp Light Tool
Cylinder (1cm
diameter)
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Key Grasp Writing Tripod
Cylinder (1cm
diameter)









Primate Grasp Fixed Hook
Cylinder (3cm
diameter)
Primate Grasp Adduction Grip
Cylinder (1cm
diameter)
Primate Grasp Palmar Plate
Not used Extension Type Plate
Table A.1: The table shows the mapping between the posture class deﬁned in sec-
tion 4.2.3 and the GRASP nomenclature as in the database [115]. For
each entry of the GRASP database it is showed the GRASP nomen-
clature, the corresponding classiﬁcation of this chapter, a pictorial
representation of the posture (from the description of the GRASP on-
line database [38]), the object grasped to produce the posture and the
GRASP identiﬁcation number used in the database.
